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PADUCAH PEOPLE
INJURED IN WRECK

PADUCAH. KY., WEDNESDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 3. 1906.

DROWNS CHILD;TRIEN SUICIDE.
Pereut Pulled From River (laints to
Remember Nothing.

WILL NOT CHOOSE
MAGOON FOR CUBA

BRIEF'S PILED
In the Stilt AU:ALM No-Called "Drag
Trutet.••

Pittsburg, Oct. 3.-Patrick Coyne
last night threw his 3-year-old eon
over a bridge into the Monongabela
Two Panenger Trains Collide river and followed after him in an President and Judge Talk
evident attempt at suicide. The boy
Near Murphysboro.
Over Situation.
was drowned, but the father was 'rescued in an unconscious condition.
Upon regaining his senses he said he
"Dixie Flyer" and South Bound was drunk and remembered nothing Trouble Is Feared in einantana Province, Where Insurgents Will
Train on Illinois Central Meet
Read-oe,
F. 0, IA3WDEN FOR HITT'S PLACE
Nut Yield.
--Noniinated ,at }Venturi for Short
Term in Congress.
TROOPS ARE MOVING TO CIOAHT.
ONLY ONE IS SERIOUSLY HURT

WIRD MAYOR 4.Sio LONDON.
Sir William Ti
-clear, Altlertema
limn:, Succeeds Horns...

INCREASE SALARY
OF CIRCUIT JUDGE

FROM CAIRO

t

•

6000 LOGS

BRINGS SUNSHINE

SANITATION

TWO DELEGATES

INTO CELL

•

II

REGISTRATION IS
LIGHT OVER CITY

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 3.- The
London, Oct. 3.-Sir William 7rebrief for the complaint In the ease of
loar, alderman of the city of London
the United States of America against
for the ward of Farriugton since
the National Association of Retell °Wed of Organization A hold 11392. was today elected lord mayor
Officers Fail to Appear in
Druggists and lathers was filed in the
of London in sueceesken to Walter
To
Be
Launched.
Many Prod nets.
United States eiretilt court. tills niornVaughan Morgan. Sir William has
ifig. The ease is ('omnionly known as
been known as the "children's alderthe suit against the "Drug Trust"
man" because of his many benefacand was brought under the act of Kentucky tilted Leiter Association tions to the children of the slums.
Number of i'otere Reeorded as 4'onaWill lie organized In Louts.
July 2, lees), commonly called the
1mared MI kb IlAtAt Irrair 4Is449
sine StAni.
Sherman law. It wits brought to
SULIMUNDED BY BODIES.
Falling (1ff.
enjoin the defendants from their alleged cotnbioation iu
restraint of
Big steamer tibeerseil Foundered
trade. The brief alike for oral arguSHY I hiorto, Spain.
LOUIS
P. HEAD PRESIDENT.
Rani PARTIES ARE AFFIRM=
ment as had the defendant* in the
Free-port, Iii., Oct. 3 -Frank 0
mem who had getmirred 0 Has till of
Barcelona, Oct. 3.---The captain
Lowden, who was some time ago
eomplaint.
of the steamer Lisa, which arrived
.nominated for the long term in con"The Kentucky Child Labor asso- here today, reports having observed
Washington
Oct. 3.-President
delenteileledideffadelehdohdideleeilele144hredill
With rainy weather and apparentgress, today received the Republican Roosevelt had a long conference with
ciation" lx the name of a corporation off Operto a big steamer which had
little interest ILI the election the
ly
nomination
for
the
short
term, to fill Judge Magoon todaY, at the
soon to be latinohed in Kentucky for foundered. She was surrounded
THE INJURED.
close of
by registration yesterday fell off 744
the vacancy caused by the death of which it was announced that the
the welfare of Milliken
E. K. Walters, St. Leeks.
who are floating bodies. No details of the dis- from
last year with one Oreeklef
Robert R. Hitt.
president decided not to send Magoon
worked in mills and factories, and aster were obtainable.
W. R. Hill, Chk-ago.
Integers) .missing. On account of
to Cuba, as contemplated
who can not have the advantages of
Beekman
Mrs. Chariest (arida& Bardsthe slow manner in which the books
education because they are compelled
Winthrop, recent governor of Porto
' tawn, 1111.
were returned today it was imposeCore Moore, Paducah, Ky.
to labor. Hou. L. P. Head, clerk
Rico, probably will
be appointed
ble to foot the party vote, but Mateof the leddyville penitentiary, and
governor of Cuba, as he was recomJulius Tick, Pa4,111412h, Ky.
anent' of the officers are that there is
mended by Secretary Taft. Judge Urged By Representatives of one of the most prominent labor work
J. W. Davie, Grated Tower, ILL
little change in the ratio of last year.
Magoon will proceed to the Philipors in the state, is coonected with the
Bu.
Rune-fl.ta
Kaianue
Wall
There were 2,064 voters registered lib
Of McCracken Bar.
MIXED UP IN
A GRAND JURY pines, where he will become eke gov•
association and will be president. Re TWENTY-EIGHT AIRE ('()MI't( TO
I
, zoo, Mich.
seventeen precincts, as compared with
talked of the association this mornernor.
et
Mee Rex. Louden, %fur:playsTHE CONVENTION.
2,812 last year.
ing.
. boro.
There will be a supplemental reg"The
RBI
.
Was
Parsed
siemion
association
et
Last
Peewill be duly InTrouble Is Feared.
' IL. Hamilton, Marble.
istration at the tam- place, Tuesder.
Mittliqg 'Ilea County to Add
corporated in a few days in LouisHavana, Oct. 3.-Serious trouble
R. L. Minnie, C'..
One Companion Under Arrest and lie
ale, III.
Jai lull Select., Delegates October 16.
ville." he said. "Some of the moat t'o
Is threatened over the disarmament
(.11w' Pay.
or L. E. Peck, East St. Louis.
Ii Sammoned Io tete TestiThe registration in the aeventeen
Who
Will
Attend I
titration
prominent
of insurgents, which began in earnest
men in the elate are conmony In Boston.
precincts was as follows:
sleeting.
nected with it. Mr. George Sahou,
today. Precautions are being taken
edendeliehee
Yesterday's Reglistratioe.
•
piesident of the Kentucky Children's
by the provincial government, howPRECINCTS.
COURT M ILL Tilt
.
IT 01'ER
TOTALS.
Horne oesclety, in Louisville, will he
ever. to eee that Mild opportunity Is
Murphysboro. III., Oct. 3.-A very
Butler's
118
Boston, Oct 3. -Further investi- given the insurgents to get out of
an incorporator; also W. D. ClayCairo, Ill Oct. 3.- -The Cairo Com- Chalk's
serious wreck occurred bete yester112
gation by the Boston police and ac- head. At Guantasa the situation is
breeeke,
Springfield;
Z. A. Stewart, mercial club will be represented at
day morning at 11:12 o'clock on the
S. S. Fire Station.
19
tion today by the grand jury in con- said to be serious. The insurgents
Th.s morning Circuit Judge WII- Corbin, and W. H. Southall. 110P- the immigration cunvention in PaduIllinois Central railroad. Two peahenSchmkIt's
1.;
eection with an assault on a police- refused to lay down their arms
kinavilie.
The
association_will
.
cah Thursday and Friday, October 4 Glauber's
and :lam Reed appeared before the fiscal
_ pr (reins_ eeme, tegetber
_
_
bead-an
iii
nfl
Mat Thitre- -marines will be sent there
It is be court and askee that he be given an late with the National Child Labor and 5 by the following citizens:
with terrific force, just outside the
S. 8, C. House, No. I.
lel.
day evening, in which Theodore Roos- tiered the trouble will not Nene to increase In
George Parsons, K. A. Smith. J. B. S. S. C. House.
ea*); of $1,2e0 per an- committee of New York, with whie
city. They were Billy Bryan's train.
No, 2.
96
reit, Jr , was involved resulted In th„, open fighting between the rebels and num. He
Smith.
littke
President
Rorevele
gen $3,000
McGee, C R. Stuart, W. J. Johnston, ft, S. C. House
Attorbey
south boned, and the "Dixie Flyer"
125
arrest In Cambridge of Shan Kelley, Americans. Many insurgents have Charles K
others are John Fisher, W. I. Lawaion. D. HartWbeeler. Jonn (1. Miller Grover Cleveland and
north bound. The engine of the forKirkpateck's
161
of Fitchburg, a companion of young offered to give up their arms, if Genand Jaumpe-elateelsell. Be.. *peke, urg- Identified.
maw, Roy -P. --Heiden's,
All
mer was the lighter of the two am)
Warehouse
82
Roosevelt end president of the sopho- eral Castillo so orders. He has net ing the 'maid
"We want it understood that the Charles Fenchler, Jr., Waiter Wood,
lo grant the request,
was badly wrecked, as was also the
Rogers'
161
more class of Harvard.
&Wet
of
this
association
yet
is
arrived
not
to
at
the
scene.
Hundreds
citing
T..Carnes,
George
see
Patier,
C.
0.
Geo.
economy
in time the judge
platform of the mail car. The engiSavage's
l75
Kelley was arrested on a warrant of marlses are being dispatched to practices.
The board deferred action interfere or place restrict ions on the J. Seeker. L. P. Parker. C. 13. Wear' Berry's
neer, Fred Egeleeron, and the fire161
Issued by the municipal court of this various points throughout Pinar dei
manufacturers but to protect the en, Samuel White, L. C. Herbert, P
until the next term.
man, Ernest Bonham, both residing
Plow Factory
Si
city, charging an unknown
perein Rio provinee:T. Langan E. E. Ellie, Leo eicletniels. Henneberger's
This afternoon the session opened children up to 41 reasonable age."
in Carbondale, were badly injured,
133
with an assault upon a 'police cancer
with the report of the county treasH. F. Potter, E. W Thellecke. Adolph Galluian's
especial:y Bonham, woo Is said to
184
He was taken to the Cambridge poSix Trains From titicago.
Harnett in RIR Home.
urer. James C. Utterback, on the
_ _ Reef matt. Louis Romanian. C. L. Kea- Yancee's
be fatally hurt. -They wens taket te
64
llee statteb. Where he furnished -ball,
Cbleago. Oct. 3.-tilx trains, car- funds. The balance are as
Coreopolls. Pa, Oct. 3.-William ton. C. Winter.
follows.
the hospital at Murphyaboro.
Diegte•s--- Missing.
and tomorrow will appear in the mu- rying the First
battery end the They run from April 2 to date.
This dekseation will leave at 6
Conley was burned to death this
After the collision the cab on the nicipal court of this
city for a hear- Twenty-seventh Infantry en route to
Read and bridge fund, 97.216 et ems sting in a fire which Assetoyed tits &clock Thursday morning.
southbound !mine canght ifire and ing.
Toted.
2064
Cuba, left Fort Sheridan today
The
--gleking fund. $84,954.54.
home and adjoining buildings, occuburned.
Kelley ues arrested wines two of- battery goes to Tampa, the indntry
Thomas Moth,
maYor of HickCounty levy tune, $2,906.33.
pied by the Coreopolis Bowling assoMuch
confusion
Flee Day Last Tear,
prevailed and ficers of Cie Boston poilce force were to Newport News.
man, has written to D
W. Coons, PRFX•IN("I'S
ciation. Conley was 11 In bed
many hundred of people went from serving summons on
D
It
R
young Roosesecretary of the Commercial club, Butler's
(0outinued From Page One.)
the city to render aid to the Injured velt ad Meredith Baden. another Har115 &i..
naming • liege delegation from Hick-who were given every attention.
86 39
4
vard student, to appear as witnesses
Man tu the Southern Kentucky Immi- 8, S. Fire
FOUR KILLED.
Station
Wrecking crews were set to work in a grand jury investigation.
IS5 23
7
gration convention, and assuring him Schmidt',,
--63 52
as quickly as possible, but the trains
5
the delegates will come.
Espleeion
steel
Injured
in
Hight
in
Glauber's
14)6 34i
4
were delayed five hours.
Young OW a Suicide.
Plant.
S. S. C. House. N'o. I.
AN
27
2
It Is Laid that the wreck resulted
Morgantown, Ky., Oct. 3.-Be- KITCHEN l'TENSILe4 AND TWOCondItion of Cotton.
DOEs GroVERNtoR REtitHAM MA I'M
S. S. C. House, No. 2. ..
75
from failure on the part of the en- cause her parents refused to allow
7
MASTED 14CHOONER.
Washington, Oct. 3.- The condiHIS SECRETARY.
Baltimore, Oct. 3.--- The displaceN. S. C. House
16
121
6
gineer on the "Flyer" to keep in her to_ visit friends. Ethel Lykens.
tion of cotton in the report issued by Kirkpatrick's
ment of the cover on a furnace
134 73 31
mind the change in the time eard 17 years old, committed suicide web
agricultural
department
the
today Is Warehouse
caused an explosion at the plant of
99 12
5
which went into effect Sunday, and morphine.
L. & N. Line Abele Mabee in Won- the Maryland Steel company at As He Speaks the Clouds Disperse 71.6 The ten years' average is 66.7. Rogers'
5
157 35
which changed the meeting place of
derful Tangle-Loos in city
Invage's
Sparrows' Point this morning Four
105 97
the two trains from Texas Junction
and Paducah Is Bathed in
About $1,0410,000.
men were killed and eight injured
Berry's
160 24
5
to Murphysboro, and according to
Light.
Tbe company employs 3,600 men.
Plow Factory
36 45
1
which 13ryan's train had the rightHenneberger's
6
114 64
•
of-way.
Galiman's
$6 1111
5
TWO DEAD
Mobile, Ala, Oct. 3.- With teleIf coming events cast their shadDiegel's
69 13
4
IS GIVEN ATTENTION BY RECRE- graph wires working in sufficient
The Paducah Victims.
COUNCIL BOARDS
EACH Flit
From lexploosion of Gas flu oreorado ows before, and the statement of Ed
Yancey's
66
11
TAM' TAFT.
Julius Tick, manager of the KenREPRESENT
KWIC-till.
To
Dumber* to carry all business; with
Leigh, private secretary to Governor
Fuel Plant.
tucky Iron and Steel company, Ninth
an railroads in operation except the
Beckham, which proved true in this
Totals
1.745 975 92
and Harrison streets,
and Miss
New Orleans division of the Louis-.
. Pueblo, Oct. 3.-Two workmen instance, is perfectly accurate, the
Moore arrived last
night at 8:25 Six isolated Cases
of Yellow Fever vine & Nashville, Delegate conditions are deed and two Wetly •InJured as clouds which have bedimmed the sky Mayor Vrisser Appoints Nlienshees to
Failed to Appear.
o'clock.
are now almost normal.
Discovered - Cams? Genets'
the result of a terrine explosion of of western Kentucky for a wePli, are
Attend the State De elopment
There was considerable delay in
Mr. Tick said:
It IS impossible to convey to any- gas
l'neasinesei.
signs
portents
the
coming
and
the
of
today at the plfret of the Colora'on rent km.
getting the polls open in some of the
"The excitement was great I was
body who did not see it an adequate
do Fuel company here The furnace of Governor Beckham, whose appelprecincts, and as a result the prossitting in the smoker and when the
conception of the condition of the was
wrecked. It a believed other lation will be the "Sunshine Statespects for some of the derelict offiengines came together was thrown
track. even as late as last Saturday.
permanentwill
presence
bodies are In the debris. Admittance man." if his
Havana, Oct. 3.- The yellow fe- Some faint Idea, however, may be obagainst the window sash
and my
Two delegates each from the cials s•hif were to have served at
to the plant was denied by officials. ly disperse the clouds.
the polls, being fined are among the
right hand came in contact with the ver situation Is causing considera- tained from the fact that on only two
When a Padurahan carrying an boards of aldermen and counellaten
probabilities.
match box case. It was skinned and ble anxiety. Six cases were discover- miles of track just norte of here
state
the
PACKERS GrIt.rtg.
will
at
Paducah
represent
umbrella met fellow townsman Ed
Under the law
governing elecsprained, but I was glad to escape so ed In scattered localities. Gov. Taft lumbermen estimated than more than
Leigh on the street this morning with development convention, which meets
lightly. Miss Moore sustained bruis- is giving much attention to having 8,000 logs were plied across the Fine of $125 Imported on Three Larg- his shoes shined a-nd devoid of pro- for three data at Winchester next tions, which also governs registrations. any election official who, withes about her head and face, by be- the camps of marines as well as the rails. Besides this there were also
est Packers.
tection against the weather, he ad- week.
ing thrown about In
Mayor Yelser today appointed Al- out a good reason, does not 'serve or
the coach. city generally placid----Tn • tannery in the debris all sort* of artIclee,
monished the exile that it would rain
There were several other Paducah- condition to reduce danger from from tin pans to two-masted schoonChicago, Oct 3 -The Omaha Pack In a few minutes because it had been dermen Harry Hank and Earl Pai- provide a substitute, Is liable to a
ers, and from dead chickens to eve ing company, Armenr g company raining every few days since he could nter to represent the upper board, duo.
ens on board, whom I did not know. disease to a minimum.
Last year the commiesionera had
cows, which had been.washed Near and Litstse. McNeil & Libby were-ad- remember.
The) were not injured."
and Councilmen John E. Williamson
across the Mobile river from nobody judged guilty of selling abort weight
and C. L. Van Meter to repre--,Jr. nine such cases and went before the
"It will not rola much longer," rePASTOR ARRESTED Aft THIEF
county judge for warrants. hut he
knows where.
lard and a fine of $25 Imposed upon plied the governor's secretary. con- sent the lower board
ROCKEFELLER MYSTERY ENDS.
requested that the
matter be reIn addition to this, the roadbed In each firm today by Justice Sheldon.
fidently.
ferred to the grand Airy. The grand
John D., Who Was Reported Missing, Colored Minister of Baltimore Ac- many places was gone and in the sec"Why'" asked the Paducahan.
CABINET CHANGES
,
cused of Stealing a Watch.
jury took no action In' the matter,
Returns to Patentee Hills.
is all
tion of the country which
"Governor Beckham Is coming UM
and nothing was done about proselike
swamp and bayou roadbeds
evening and he always brings fair
Attorney Generel Moody and Secre- cuting the cases.
Baltimore, Oct. le-- Rev. Jos- steel rails, .must be imported.
Tarrytown, N. Y., Oct. 3.-John
weather," was the reply.
tary Shaw Will Ra•tire.
The commissioners, this time,
D. Rockefeller has returned from eph Carr, the colored pastor of the
The !satin this c'ty is estimated at
He had scarcely spoken before the
African church. $1,000.000. Proportional reductione
probably velli prosecute those who
Cleveland to Pocantico Hills. He Is Union American
sun sent a shaft of light into their
Washington, Oct. 3 - - Two retire- were absent to make an example of
making no effort to coneal his pres- was arrested upon the conclusion of are made in reports from places vis- TURNKEY OF OHIO JAIL WAS faces.
the ited by the gale. The total loss ot
WAS THROWN.
ments from the president's cabinet them and prevent a similar condience at his estate, and it le said there his sermon this morning on
It might he well for the horse
coming winter. tion at the election.
was no foundation for the repoets charge of theft. The prosecutor is life has not been more than 1,00, but
ahoy association 'to bind Governor are slated for the
General Moody.
Attorney
They
are
that he Was missing. One report was Joshua Wells, a member of his con- it is not possible even yet to give a
Beckham and hold him here the rest
whose resignation will become ef- REIGN OF
that he had dropped out of sight to gregation, who lost his watch, and correct aggregate.
SILK HAT AGAIN ON,
They Overpowered Him and Made of the week as hostage from the elefective about December 1 and Secreavoid testifying at Findlay, Ohio, accuses his pastor of having stolen
ments.
Their Escape Through a Wintary Shaw, who according to present
where the case against him and the it. Carr strenuously denies the 117 DEGREES IN LOS ANGELES.
King Edward Sets the Style and
dow of Jailer's Office.
Intentions, will retire In February.
Standerd 011 company will he celled charge and says he can prove his in"C'himney Pots" Revels pater,
RECOMMEND LI(7ENSING
VICE
nocence. He is a graduate of Lin- Hottest Day of Year! Recorded In the
For one of the vacancies the presiOctober 9.
London, Oct. 3.-The - fashionable
coln College and a veteran of the
dent will nominate ambassedor to lhatters loudly rejoice and ere glad
California City.
Grand Jurors In Philadelphia in ReSpanish-American war. He will have
MIMED FROM SEATS,
Russia, but for the other he Is not that King Edward appeared at the
Newark, 0., Oct. 3.--A wholesale
port Alao Favor Segregation.
a hearing tomorrow.
yet ready to announce a successor.
Los Angeles, Oct. 3.-It was the Jail delivery occurred thls morning
Donctorter races In a silk
hat
Of
Pheadelphia, Oct. 3. The licensWere Passengers
When
Trains
hottest day of the year here yester- at the county jail. Might prisoners,
course every man who wished to he
Crashed Together.
day. At 12:30 p. in. 105 degrees among them being several ex-a:soviets ing of vice and Its segregation in
well dressed at once donned a silk
were recorded In the shade on the and desperate characters, escaped lbertain quarters of the city was rechat. The king's example gave a
Chicago, Oct. 3.- Two persons
top of the Los Angeles Trust build- into the county after overpowering ommended by the grand jury in its
strong fillip to the trade. The hatwere fatally Injured and
It Is the daily average circua score
ing, 117 degrees In the sun at the Turnkey Calvin. When the turnkey report to the court today, The reaters phophesy that the "chimney pot"
(Amply and unsettled with
lation of a newspaper that the
hurt at Highland Park today when
same elevation, and 112 degrees In opened the corridor and placed the son given for the recommendation
will soon regain ite old status. They
necked(mad
rain tonight
and
i
shrewd advertiser investnratee- ,the shade at the street level
a fast mall train of the Chicago
The men in cells, -he was seized and oVer- was to free the minor courts of a
declare that only caprice laid it aside
Thursday. The blithest tempermonth which •
Northwestern railroad crashed Into
"High Water" days don't count.
Intense heat .save hats prevailed eince' powered shit his gun liken, Then host of cases each
ature reacheilltesterday was 413 - for a while. They say It Is eeonemlThe Sun's daily average teat
a freight standing on the main line.
Saturday nightaind threatens partial , he was thrown into an empty cell and ,Irlse from the arrest of women of
cal, lasting three tithes as long as a
and the lowest today was OH.
month was 3930.
Passengers were hurled from their
ruination to the wine grape crop of -locked in. The prisoners gained the questionable character who parade
. • •
hard felt hat; comfortable, cool In
nests and Mane were rendered sentethis section of the *tat., according Jail ofileo downstairs and escaped the prIneLpal streets_ of the _ gay
minimum and -warns In wester, health4 nightly.
i through a broken' wIndoiv.
nce
to the growers.
ful, and, above all, "smart"

TEDDY JUNIOR

o

AMELIORATION
OF CHILD LABOR

10 CENTS PER WEEK

as

PAGE tiro.'

THE PADUCAH PptEliiNtl StrN

TARDY TEACHERS
NOW HAVE EXCUSE
Pupils Are Held to Stricter
Responsibility.

linetlY small repairs made in the Mtrest, but:dines.
J. J. SHIA was alio% ed 315 for
repotting clocks.
The pay -roll and ruiscetlaneous
bills were allowed
The minutes of the last regular
aud called meetings were adopted.
Trustees Gellman and Troutman
welt, absent.

Report of Arbitration Board Ciescarted in awl Mess Neiman

T BIG LEAGUES

tieta

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER R.

WILL NOT ACCEDE
TO THE DEMANDS

oist

City Gets isformation About
Ayer-Lord lie Company.

r

:..45

• k5

#WIV

-al

Wye

as* ".

Drink Belvedere, The Paducah Beer

t'tttttern Asks for Refund of 1004
Tears, Carl/lied t islaofully

Si

Pim e.

And Promote a Home Industry

NatIouel femme.

SUPERINTENDENT IN BASEMENT
Horton
Cincinnati

R H E PATS SMALL
" 7
2
1

SUM

•
4

IN (1114:100

r.

It was decided at the 4cbool board
The city, it hi understood, will
It II E
meeting last evening that tardiness
not -readily accede to the demand of
Brooklyn
2 9 1
it teachers in bad weather was exthe teet-4.iyrd' Tie company, for a
.0
4 1
enable. The corresponding rule Pilts'aurg
refund of $606.38 taxes paid on
lialterie
axwell
and
Gibauu:
which will rape; a pupil for being
&steamboat
s and towboats In 1904.
tardy four times in one mouth, was WhAing and Ritter.
which the company says was void,
not changed.
because of the ruling of the federal
sin League.
Bad weather was not defined and
court that the company's property is
R
H
R
teachers now may tome late to their
not assessable In this state, since it
O 4 I
*work without fear of being fined or St. Louis
neither organized nor registered
Is
4411
of having their records tarnished. Cu.' igo
here.
Lit'eriesWade
:e.r;
Spen
sod
The motion to that effect was made
The company has paid no taxes
by Mr. Beckenbach In a discussion (twee and Ruth
since that year:anal on the stateR
H
of the casts of tardiness among the
ment of an officer of the concern
4 10 2
teachers since school began. There Pie.1 delph la
that
it pays taxes elsewhere the a
• 6
were seventeen, the larger part of Nee York
*dieser left the property off the c.
Batteries—
Ceoln
Berry;
and
which were reported as due to bad
tax books.
weather. Trustio.s Beckenbach, Byrd, Chesbro, Doyle and fumes.
The company learning of the deKarues, Davis, P!tcher and List vottermination of the city has authorRHE
ed in the aMrruatIve. and Trustees
teed the statement that it will es.'
COVeland
712 2
Petter, Walston and
• I to reobver tbe money. It
iDetrMt
1
3
Morris voted nay.
claimed by the company that
Leibhart and Buelow;
The resolutions of the board of
money was paid under protest a
arbitration were reeetved aud con- Donovan and Payee.
since the ruling of the United Sta .
curred ii,. Miss Morgue being elected
etipeeme ousel the city has no rie
It H E
to the principalship of the McKinley
to hold the 'amount;
Washingto
n
111
5
1
building to assume her duties next
The suit against the company
Boston
6 9 4
Monday.
tollect state taxes was entered
Batteries— Goodwin and
Wake- 1902. and
In order to obtain more room for
the court of appeals lo
fled; Oberlin and Corrigan.
the primary grads-, in the High
It liable. Now, the company cle.
school building, the board decided to
this money was paid between the
vacate the room and have a room in
elision of the court of appeals .i
the basement fitted up for the use of
the transfer of the place of regis.
the trustees. The superintendent's
big the boats from Paducah to E.
office also will be moved into the
ansvIlle, Ind., when the company did!
basement. At present 87 children orrot know whether or not it would '.•
liable for taxes here, and paid th•
_ rugy COW room and the -new room
will equalise the work on the teachhet under protest.
Talking Rooster.
ers. A door will he cut through,
Versailles, Ky., Oct. 3.- -George
Went to Ciskei°. .
where a window from the outside H. Swinney. of this city, Is the posAuditor Kirkland went to Chicago
opens into the basement room.
sessor of a -talking rooster." which. for nu •PW pose other than to ascerThe bulkiest( eonimittee was in- It is elainied, has all the experts of tain how, much taxes the company
structed to have the contractors of the government signal service "bet. pays there, where 'it is organised
the McKinley
betiding clean the en a block" in foretelling the weath- with, an authorised capital stock of
walls of that building of spots which er. The owner of this marvelous 85011.110a: The Paducah city officials
have appeared on them, for which bird claims that certain
peculiar understood an officer of the company
they will "be paid, and then the sounds which It utters on occasions to say the paid taxes on the properbuilding will be accepted by the represent words which convey to a ty in Chicago.
The .iiivestigation by the a
board and paid for.
trained ear distinci and reliable forecsiet.,ef what the weather will he for developed the fact that the rr,
Monthly ilopmet
.
.
Supt. Lietes report deaft with the 24 lour* hence. The result of sev- Itaice_Usees In Chicago on VW- enrollment in the schools and the fa- eral remarkable tests made during leo*, wad less than. &LOW) in We
cilities possessed
and 'desired for the past two weeks, it is said. fully two succeeding years.
Chicago officials and
Evansville
handling that enrollment. He sug- sustained the rooster's reputation.
officials have been made acquainted
gested that the teachers he paid
with the facts, and an effort will be
Couuty Unit Le.
their salaries immediately
after
In the Henry county circuit court made to eollset"taxes for 1906 and
each school month, twenty day., and
not at the end of the calendar at New Castle yesterday, Judge R. 1906 in Paducah. If this fails ti'
. will be notified. T
menth. He thought prompt payment F. Peak decided the case of J. T. other cities
steamboat property
Scott
against
was assessed
the
board
of
would pronlote better results.
trustees
of
He
said it also was the unanimous de- New Castle, involving the constitu- here at $35•00°•
The finance Committee of the gensire of the teachers that this be tionality of what is know; as the
couaty unit bill mowed by the gen- eral council looked askance at the
dome. It was not.
Superintendent of buildings, Fred eral assembly at its last session. In demand for a refund and authorized
the auditor to make the investiga!foyer reported that
Mrs. Kelly, effect. Judge Peak holds the bile unechoer property adjoins The school constitutional. The trustees of New tion. He returned fully armed with
property on the west side. complain- Castle will oppeal the case. Should transcripts of official records.
The explanation of Auditor Kirk ed 'hat the higher altitude of the Judge Peak's decision be upheld It
school lot caused her lot to be in- will knock out the county unit law. land's discovery as mad* by the elm:inane. knock the plans of the city to
undated with water from the school
pieces.
property The grievance was referWell Known Here.
The company officers claim that
red to the building committee. SuLouisville, Oct. 3.— The retiring
the Kentucky court of appeals
perintendent Hit
the
also reported presiding elder of
Kentucky
Northern Methodist eonference, the decided the boats were Reliable In
Rev. Dr. J. D. Walsh, underwent: an Kentucky. the Place of rffilist•rinff
Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
operation
at the Deaconess hospital, was transferred to Evansville, Ind..
The Old Standard Grove's TasteIn
which
his foot was amputated. He and the ownership of the boats was
less Chill Tonic drives out malaria
as improving this vested in the Ayre & Lord Barge comand builds up the system. Sold by all was reported
morning.
Dr.
Weiss
has been ap- pany, an 'Indiana corporatIon. That
dealers for 27 years. Price 60 cents.
pointed to the pastorate of Shinkele is why they are not listed for taxation in Chicago. Only the oMee furChapel, Covington.
piture is taxed in Illinois. The boats
ire taxed in Indiana.
Dr. Walsh was pregidlog elder of
the Mechanicsburg M. B. chiireh of
found in the washroom and it dethis city for several years and freveloped that two strange negroes tied
quently visited and preached here.
entered the train at Marten during a
He was changed at the 'recent session
Mop there. The porter was asleep.
of the Northern Kentucky confer_
enee.
IlaptIsets Cab In Liquor.
Pacific, Mo., Oct. 3.--Across the
ATTENDING SESSION.
arm rest in the window of a suburMr. like W411*#-#. It.-prenentative
to' ban passenger locomotive
which
lessees out of the clty four times deiIA01111 flieuggiste.
ty is a vivid sear. The evidence of a
Mr. Rice Wallace, of the Iverson- broken friendship, sterminated by the
Wallace_ , pharmacy, Seventh
and tender of a drink of whisky. In the
Washliciton streets, is in Atlanta, flight of the passenger train an exOa , attending the annual .conven- tra gang was frequently Deleted, eneon of the National Association of gaged in placing the tracks in conRetail Druggists. The association dition. Members of the extra gang
met yesterday and will close tomor- soon struck up an
acquaintance.
row. This is the first time Paducah Sunday
evening
the
locomotive
has been represented, the local asso- stopped directly opposite the village
ciation have
been organised less saloon, which at that hour of the
than one year. Mr. .1. C. Gilbert was day had the lid on. A yeuog walkappointed to go but was unable to ing boss dashed across the intervenleave his •More.
ing court and clambered into the cab
with the usual "Hello Bill" at the
ROB PASSENGERS OF CIAYTHES. same time his hand sought tils hip
_
pocket and he produced
a flask,
Thies es Clean Out Sleepiest Oar While Pushing it under the engineer's nose
the Porter Dowels.
with the salutation, "have a nip."
Bill took the bottle, slowly lifted it
l'IMer Sandusky, Ohio, Oct. 3.— above his head and dashed it across
Whe
(
I a dosen passegers on the De- the window sill. "Young man, get
croft sleeper on the Hoektng Valley down out of this cab and be quick
rim
awakened ihie morning they about it!" was his reply. The walkfoetid their trousers and other ap- ing boss lost a free ride down
119c, "%c.
the
parel gone, together with watches, line and the friendship of
Wedicsday 9 e. ro.
an engiMotley, eV'. ' Two dirty suits were neer,.

VERY time you order or call for BELVEDERE BEER you
are furthering a home industry. The Paducah Brewery
Company employs only HOME LABOR, and adds to the pay
roles of Paducah, so every cent you spend for BELVEDERE remains at home.
We don't solicit your business on that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled ,by any beer on the market. In
truth, we believe it surpasses any in purity, in taste and healthgiving qualities.
Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah Beer, next time. In fact,
ALL THE TIME DRINK BELVEDERE.
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Cantankerounkesp__ _

Make
Your
THEDFORD'S
Liver BLACK-DRAUG
HT
Smile

I

when

I

is a sign of liver trouble, and so is biliousness, chills and fever, malaria,
constipation, dizziness, poor complexion, sick headache, low spirits, rheumatism, etc. But this is not all. When your liver is sick you cannot
properly digcst your food, and suffer from -indigestion, in all its many different forms. To regulate your stomach, liver and bowers, take
."

(Liver Tonic)

t "I WOULD NOT BE WITHOUT
Medford's Black-Draught', writes Miss Nannie C.
Smith, et Vineyard Haven, Masa. "I find it the best
medicine I ever used for colds, indigestion and constipation." It is a pure vegetable preparation, pleasant
and harmless, yet reliable and effective.
Geri&

Why She
Was Sacrificed
Produced By

A Company of
Artists of Unusual Merit.

r -

Wear Rubber Boots and Save
Doctor's Bills

-----

Four Beautiful
Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.

The Famous
German Restaurant

We have just received a coniplete 'hue of Robber Boots antiI
can lit all the children from the smaiiest to the largest.
Our Boots are made or new rubber and wear longer than
Boots made out of inferrim materials.
l'a,11 and gee our stock—the hest assortment in the city.

Ile-;:adway's chief attraction for Special toed Dishes and Popular Musir.—
tampion
R.tat
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far

ROOM. ILSO and upwind.
$300
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41440441#9.

211$ hate

Padist, Beclnorn sad

$2.00 and **weed MA trek.
two wows= occupy• meal Nem

WRITE
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SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. PA

TIERNEY, Idasiarer

II
seL
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00V. J. C. W. BECKHAM

LIERSOPSNDESANDSATISFACTI•

I'te fet OA D VV A Y.

PADUCAH.IfY,

Old Phone 1486-a. New Phone 586.

Will addess the citizens of Paducah and Mc.
(Timken °minty itt
1

Guy Nance,
White

The Kentucky Theater
19116, at 8 o'clock, in
the interest of his candidacy for the 17. S. senate.
Wednemlny night, Ottl. 3,

tory of Love and Honor.
Play That APpeals
to the !kart.

44.

At Every Drug Store in 25 cent and $1.00 Packages

Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
a
B

THRSDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 4
Drama

For over 70 years this pure vegetable medicine, for sick Stomach
and Liver, has been in successful use by many thousands. It acts so
promptly, yet gently; and relieves so quickly, yet without bad after-affects,
that it has no superior in the field of curative medicine, for all diseases of
the digestive organs. Good for young and old. Try it.

Hotel Marlborough BOYS AND GIRLS!

Che Kentucky
The Beautiful Romantic

•

Lee Nance, Jr.
and

Ambulance Ifn r ‘ic IL

M. Nance, Embalmer
Injured Only.

GUY NANCE ec SON
Nsityv

Undertakers and Embalmers
Old 1-11-oseees ers.'40
Orison Dely arid Night.
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NAHUNDRO IS HELD
TO THE GRAND JURY

is
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FINE IS PROGRAM OF CONVENTION

River Steger.
Cairo
23." 1.9 rise
da Charge of Relations With Chattallooga
.14.3 0.1 rise State DetelopMent Meeting at
Cinclunati
11.4 0.8 rise
Sister-in-Law.
Wiricheoster.
Evansville
15.2
rise
Florence
.13.7 4.8 rise
Jotinsonville
.15.0 0.9 fall
Attorney Sari Defendant WIII Go Louisville
5.0 0.2 tall Many Ma of Prominence Will Speak
Pree„Although Child Is Said
Mt. Carmel
2.4
Ord
During Sessions October 10, 11
to Have Court-need.
Nashville
.14.G 0.8 fall
and 12.
Pittsburg
6.4 0.4 rise
Davis Island Datu—tuiesing.
St. Louis
13.0 0.5 rise
AVIPIC18 sliigKINti A 11114•011M11
oF INTEREST To KENT((*HI.
Mt. Vernon
13.4 2.0 rise
Padncah
.15.8 1.0 rise
William Mahundro, charged with
eloping with
Dcole Bradford, 15
years old, was presented this morning in pollee court, He waived examination, and was held over. Later he
give bond and was released. The
girl, wife, and others connected with
the case were recognised to appear
before the grand jury.
Attorney D. A. Cross declared, "It
is nothing but the result of an insane woman's work. As long as Mahindro lived with his wife there
wis no warrant, and would not be
new had he rernaiued with her. She
'
,Added and found fault constantly
an4 he picked up and left. She can
n6t testify against him, but we will
hive witnesses to prove that the
charges against my client are false."
The fact that the girl made a confession will be the greatest obstacle
to overcome.
Want Divoree.
Mrs. Shellie Ifilhatidro, wife of
William Mahundro, who is alleged to
have run off with his sister-in-law,
Doyle Bradford, 15 years old, in circuit court yesterday afternoon flied
cult for <Morro against her husband,
alleging immorality. The petition
asks for divorce, We *lemony and
the restoration of her maiden name,
hellie -bradford
The sister has
cohlased to the pollee
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. COAL CO,

Remember these facts are not misleading. 'You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.

The gauge registered it rise of 1
Winchester, Ky.., Oct. 3.--- Prepafor the last 24 hours. The stage is rations for the Fifth State Develop
15.2. Rainfall .90 inches.
meat convention, which meets hely
The Buttorff arrived from Clarks- October 10, II and 12, are progressville last night with handbills offer- ing rapidly, and the prospect is th.i.
ing $50 each for the recovery of the the convention will be larger in
bodies of Engineer Frank Porter and tendance than was expected, and
Expresarnan Will Wood, who were programme better than ant1cipat...1
killed in the wreck at the Cumber- The programme is WA finished by
land river bridge at Clarksville last any means, being subject to addiSaturady. The U. & N. railroad is tions of several tiaiues on differeut
0
offering the rewards. The Buttaff subjects, and
is also subject to
left at noon today for Nashville.
change in the arrangement of the
There were high times at the wharf addresses.but a tentative programme
last night. A refractory young bull has been arranged for publication in
made things lively for a half down order that. prospeettre delegates
use
men and the night wharfmatter. This have an idea of what they may
see
bull was brought down on the NT- and hear at the convention.
anaville packet two weeks ago and
The tentative
programme is as
escaped here. He was found yester- follows:
day after a hard search and last
Wednesday, October 10, 2 P. m.
night they undertook to lead him on
Convention called to order by the
the wharfboat. He protested with Hon.
W. J. Stone, chairman.
all his vigorous young strength, and
Address of Welcome- -The Hon
as he tad no horns to hold him with, W. M. Beckner, Winchester.
it was a life and death struggle. The
Response—The Hon. J. A Sullibull resumed his journey to Sileausi van,
RicbmonJ.
on the Dick Fowler today.
The Hon. William Lindsay, of
The Tennessee river is not the oely
New York, Introduced as chairman
river spoutimg pumpkins. The clerk
of the convention.
on the Buttorff said that the Harptth
Appointment of committees.
river near Nashville was jammed
Address--"tte Live gtock
with pumpkins wan the Butterff
try le
passed yesterday end that it was eser, State college, Lexington.
timated that there were a hundred
Address — "State
Immigration,"
car loads there. The rising rivers
the Hon. I). W. Coons. Paducah.
have covered the corn fields, where
vice-president of Southern States'
JAP TRAINING SHIP IS SCORED
the pumpkins grow, and
wasted Immigration °commission.
away hundreds of acres of them.
Evening Session, 7:3o trtlock.
Aliened Refusal to Aid Mongolia on
Considerable damage is expected
'Address -"Kentucky Oil Fields,"
Reef Kresge Reiter Criticism.
from the rains in the upper Teener
Capt. J. A. Geary. Lexington.
- ----see river country. The river there Is
Thanday, October 11, 01:1Wi A. M.
Tionolulu, Oct. 3 -- The °dicers
rising above the banks and damaging
Excursion Odin leaves Winchestre
of the Mongolia bitterly criticise the
the crops in the bottoms The Clyde
over U. and K. for Beattyville to \
tinkers of the Japanese training ship
evening
this
Teethe
for
will Wars
coal mines and lumber mills, gue,
Anagawa for their refusal to assist nage, river at 6 o'clock.
of Beat.-ville.
the Mongolia at Midway when asThe Henrietta had up steam this
At Beattyville—Address of welsistance was badly needed. The Mon- morning
to go over to the Island from
come by the ken. J. M. Beatty.
golia's officers say Mat, when Pur- the wharf here
The kaeurieten
Response—The Hon. J. M. Benser Rennie went aboard the Japa- start out after
a runaway barge.
ton, vice chairmen, Winchester.
nese vessel to plead for help he was which TAIT coexist at Metropolis
ladResources
Address -"Coal
or I
ordered off. It is declared that if the ing. The barge was turned loose by
Anagawa had given assistance the thieve* stealing the lines with whirls Western Kentucky." the Ron. J. R I
stranded steamer (*fluid easily have it was tied to the island. There Atkinson, Earlington.
Train leaving Beattyville to return
been pulled off the reef, but the Jap- seems to be no ceesatIon In the opereabout 3 p. m.
anese claimed they had not enough tta. of rope thieves.
Evening inession. &On O'llere
coal.
In a few days the Henrietta will go
Reports of committees.
1
Captain Realms, of the Amiga- up some of the riven after ties.
Resources
Address - -"Coal
or
wa, today denied that he had shown
The Jim T. Duffy arrived out of the
unwillingness to help the Mongolia. Tennessee river with ties this morn- Eastern Kentucky," the Hon. Albert
Phenix. Manufacturers' Record.
He- claimed his only hawser was ing.
Address —"Educational Needs ant
petted, but he went as clew as he
The Lyda had up steam to go to
Mired and ascertained that the Mon- the Tennessee river after ties today. Poselbilities in Kentucky." Dr. R. N
Roark, president Normal School,
golla'a passengers were safe.
The Henry Harley was the EvansRichmond.
ville packet today.
Tax ReAddress -- "Equitable
At Hsi ways the Speed probably
That Was Something.
forms." the lion. s'harles Carroll.
will
weak
get
this
tile
off
but
HarWife—Bahl Tell his any great or
Louisville.
heroic action. you ever performed in vester will not be finished till next
Prldiery, fletnber 12, 9 A. %I.
week.
your life'
Address—"Forestr) Itesources and
Hasbaud--1 prevented you from
Public Welfare," Dr. Philip P Wells,
ofillgial Forecasts.
dying an old maid, didn't
taut
Forestry Bureau, Washington.
Ohio
The
Evansville,
at
will
conthat enough '---Translated for Tales
Address—"Asphalt." Col M. H.
tinue rising daring the next 12 to 24
!Mtn "Le litre."
Crump Bowling Green.
hours thee probably commence to fall.
Address—"Agricultural
DevelopA4 Mt. Vernott, will continue rising
Women thick their hair would be
ment in Kentucky." Prof. C. W. Matduring the tiftt 24 hours. At Padua tot taore Corley if there was leas
thews, dean Agricultural Departcah and Cairo, will continue rising
Cor. rourth and Jefferson.'
of it
ment. State conga&
during the next several days.
Aftramoan Seeidem. 2 O'Clock.
The, Tennessee at Florence will con
HAPPY WOMEN.
Address-- "Manufacturing Pepsitinue rising. At Iistarsonville, will
bilItiee in Kentucky," the Hon. N. F.
commence s rising again within the
Plenty of Then! ha Paducah had
Thompson. editor Tradesman, Chatnext 24 to 36 hdurs. Flood stages are
flood Reason for k.
tanooga.
Indicated for the tower Tennessee in
Wouldn't- any woman be happy,
Address--"Inclustrial Education."
coming rise.
_ After years of backache suffering.
W. G. Frost, president Berea colThe Mississippi from Chester to
Days of misery, nights of unrest,
"fro, will continue rising.
The distress of urinary troubles,
Address- -"Kentucky and PennsylShe finds relief and cure?
vania—A Comparison, a Prophesy
SIGNS PLEDGE.
No reason why any Paducah readand a Suggestion." Dr. George H.
.*
Ashley, Called States Geological Sur
Should suffer in the face of evi- Toni Clark Will Medals! for One vey, Washington.
Whole Year.
dence like this
Evening neadon. 7:110
Mrs. Medan. 1 Ifismilton, of 610
Reports of committal!.
Tennessee street, says: "If I con•
the Right
Tom Clark. the cigarmaker. who
Address---"Taxation.
traeted a cold which settled in no probably has beets before the court Method" the Hon. 141WF011 Purdy,
kidneys, It brought on a severe at- more times than any other Paducah secretary-New York Tax Reform
tack of inflammation of the kidnevs main for plain drunkenness, this League. etc.. New York City.
and ever afterwards I was subject to morning signed an agreement writROITtell'ef counties.
pain *cress Ilty bark, although I used ten and attested, to before Pollee
Miscellaneous business.
every precagtion to prevent it. When Judge E. R. Puryear not to drink
Adjournment.
Hie *Hake were at their height
Sessions to be held in Winchester
again for one yeti-. He was arrested
was prostrated' and had to rennin In this morning for drunkenness and opera house.
bed sometime. One day I noticed fined $1 and costs. He was excused
Dean's Kidney Pills advertised for by the late Judge U. U. Anders, and
RAD WALKS
just such cotditions as mine. It ae- Police Judge Put-year wanted to help
curred to me that they might do me him out of his ilifaculty.
Interfere With Travel of Railroad
male good, a I procured a box at
Men and Children.
Aivey & List's drug store
They
TWO NEW NtR141314
helped me from the start. The dull
aching across the small of the back Coming 1Frotn Louleville to Riverhandred
Railroad men
three
finally disappeared. ihe pain in my
Wrong will petition the general
Ride.
muscles and legs disappeared . and
council, board of public works and
diathesia which accompanied it left,
Dr. Frank fiord returned from mayor and all Other officials and
and since I have been only too pleas- Louisville last night where he had boards having anything to doi with
. with deep concern. ''what manes Ylp
Rabbit couldn't Add.
,.
ed to tell friends and acquaintances gone to secure aurae for Riverside the matter, to do something to imtreat your poor 'Mk; Printer thi
—
about the result I obtained from us- hospital.. Two will arria tonight prove the walks on the Thirteenth is One day Willie's mother found way ^•'
lag Doan's. Kidney Pills."
from that city. The hospltaris filled street fill leading off Jackson street
For Sale by all dealers. Price 50 in the private wards nova.
to Plunkett's. Hill.
Pe
pcrl.11°e11
tot a pilie
s'
illgtlm
lim
.o
1 I ..'.'
t ntdie'usrea
1:teePalc
eflurel.41Pnrio
ln
i ehder‘kt
"
sYclidoi,g,
v thhePe
brbItotibng
cents. Foster-Milbdrn Co., Buffalo.
"actionl children have to use tilli the. ha would else Bunny .aimbellent togas that rabbits multiplied Tel
.
4/spew York, sole agate for the Unit- - The master *Ivo looks for fruit meths to get flora and to school or shake and &mind sharply. "Two fast, but this dtinstny can't teen i
et( sitntes.
Will Wet he satiated With a life that ne a doisen blocks out of. the way. 1,1,s• iiicif Tat plit,0. two2".or...!.'Thene isoll40--se'!Eisaar. the'litireadtax
Rentletniler the el
Thla
.--- oe wahine baiter to offer than an Railrad mea have the same thing plus three? Three plus Ibeen?"
I eat Tree." in Everybody's MailtAline
'
*ad take no Other.
to do. It in not a long all.
nnerefla of weds.
"Why,
' Willle." staked his mod* i foi OrtOtrer
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,
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OR the next 30 days we
will sell crushed coke at
9c per bushel and lump•at 8c
- pettiiistierNow is thettt'ffeTe
get your winter's supply. Save
50 per cent in your fuel
.. bill
burning coke. :: :: ::

F

PADUCAH GAS

AND FUEL CO.

....

PADUCAH SADDLERY CO.

This Weather Suggests

OVERCOATS
XV. Overcoat, the newest
SEEandthemostLouis
popular coat of the year. Comet
in all the neat patterns, form fitting and very
swagger.
The Granville, too, is a new creation of
the year, on modified lines of the Louis XV.
The prices are $10 to $40.
We also have Raincoats for $10 to $40.

HORSE OUTFITTERS

4

_..---

B. Weille & Son
'Jr

,

•

.

•
Harness, Saddles, Bridles, Bits, Whips,
Blankets.

Retail Department..

--

,. i

t

ri

I

If you don't want to pay
over $2.50 for a man's good, neat(
long wearing shoe our "Black Diamond" Oval suit you to a T.
The "Black Diamond" is our pace maker
and its superiority over other shoes at the
price is a sure indication oi the excellence
of highet-priced "Diamond Brand" Shoes.
Women's "Black Diamonds" retail at
$2.00.

14467uleazw

VENUE N011f#iw 5/9011.5 THIN ANY OrffeR HOI/J1 NIA1

DIAMOND BRAND SHUN
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Vac Pabucab sun.
AFT(laNOON AND WEEKLY

Secretary of Mate Root in South
America. Our Latin-American neighbore in 'recent years bees acquired
the European fostered belle( that the
United Suttee under cover of the
Mouroe doctrine, designee% tie reduce
them to the. condition of province*
This belief, of course, was strengthened when Hawaii. Porto Rico and
the Philippines were annexed. None
of Roosevelt'a ereeedeesore appreciated the importance of getting first
hand information concerning South
America. It was Secretary Root's
mission to ascertain the sentiment
and dispel any suspicions thet might
lurk in the suereptible Latin mind
Ills reception *as a matter of doubt,
but his frank erposition of our interpretation of the Monroe doctrine
and the Hex hand of (allowable,
which he extended on behalf of this
nation, not only dispelled the suspicion, but has placed *la on intimate
terms with our neigebors, such as
never before existed. Root is not a
-man of the people." his raising and
trainina have set him apart from the
rest of us, but he is a patriot and
stands for the right sort of Americanism whenever he is Placed.
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WEDNESDAY, DrtODER 8.

LIST OF ENTRIES
Tonight's Programme and
FOR FIRST NIGHT
Premiums at the Hone Show
••• •••••

WEDNESI/AT IMENINCI. •
7:30-7:46
I. (triad Parade of all horses entered for the night's contests'. and private turnout*,
7:45-8:l0
Beat Roadster shown to runabout, mare or gelding, equipmen
t
considered, driver to be accompanied by lade
$15.414). $10.00, $5.00.
8:10-8:45
3. Musical [Mil. Best Couple, Best Lady, Best Gentleman
Rider. Cups.
8:4•5-9:1G
4. Hest Pair Roadsters shown to runabout: Equipment considered
Driver to be atetoinpanied
lady, $35.00, $15.041, $10 0o.
9:15-9:35
IS. itegietered live-gaited Saddle Stallion,
$25.00, $10.00. 85 009:15-10:00
recut* Roadster to runabout. $15.00, $10,00,
ert
141:00
7. Champion Five fialted Horse, mare or gelding. Owned in Western
Kentucky. Southern Illinois or West Tennessee. Horse
MUst
have been owned by exhibitor thirty days before this event
No exhibitor to enter more than one horse. Five to
•
enter. $50.00, $25.00, $15.00.

Indicates Interest Taken

By

Many Horsemen,

Ask the woman
who has once worn

n
x

e
its

SHOES

eireunde and Meats in !excellent Condition and only Bad Weather
Can Mar Show.

FOR WOMEN
iShe will' tell you that they are' well

ell-SIC AND THE OHAND MARCH

worth the money.
Style,

Beauty, Fit,

Comfort,

Best. MaterialsTonight Is the horse's night.
.tia France..
If the fickle elements will only be
bare nicely tonight, and the rest of
the week, Paducah's second horse
show will score a great success, as
every other indication assures it.
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER S.
Notwithstanding the rains qf the
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
past ten days, the grounds are in
splendid condition, and the grandItroadwee windows do the city
September, 1104141.
stand and boxes for the pairons are
I .
as dry as an ash box. The grounds
3881
17
It is
..... 3975 credit, but this Is a gala week
committee has put in some good
3
.3815
merchants
18
3918 not aufficient that the
4
work this week The stand has been
.3871
19
3942 drew their windows in w meaner
5
.3880
protected from the weatiter and will
20
J931 suggestive of the event. Tbe 'street
6
.3902
21
have a curtain protection )(root the
3959 should be decorated. A thousand
COBS CAT .15 TAIL FOR KITS
7...
3917
cool, night breezes., The boles are
22
3949 strangers will be in the city tomorNorth Third
Square from Broadway.
8 .
3913
24
covered. and every attention given
3938 row. Let the stores offices and red'
Soon. Scud l'outh Kills Animal At.
10
3931
26
that will make for the comfort -of
1929 dens be a riot of bunting asd horse
ter She Flails sad Is Fined.
11
3900
the patrons.
26
3935 show colors. It will indicate to the
visitors
that
we
are
intereste
12
d in AROUND THE LUNCH ROOM AND
3911
27
4019
At the entrance to the grounds,
South Send, Did • Oct. 3.-' II. A.
13
3959
38
4045 whst ei going on. steel that Paducahand leading from tee cars, sawdust
WERE YINED $10,
Harding was fined in police court to14
4003 an are oapable of concerted action.
.3993
29
been sprinkled generously to
day on a tch s rate of cruelty to ilibb ban
Chicago would daeorate for at event
teeke the passage dry, and this will
Mal&
HiPelliter
,
,I.
who
has
a
tad lent
Total
eile478 as lniportant lo proportion. Chicago
be done every day.. The entrauce for
used to decorate for lees
. formal af- Two (trove,. Il.'ounty linkers ray fur EYlda ttaetW kites, has 'had trouble Hi t,he harsiages will be from
the ,sad
aprelw
them
In
the
air
Eiritensel
because
at
et
lhr
Illinois
of
a
Average for September, 1006 _3939 fairs. That spirit is what made her
west of the grounds.
lack
of
ballast.
To remedy this he
, Central.
Average fur September, 1901.
3656 greet.
The program for tonight, the op(Aught his cat and tied her to the
-ening, Is one of the beat of the seMil 01 ble kite. Unbounded success
lac rease
As the lay for the immigration
283
ries, and will be carried out In evfollowed. the kite soaring 300 feet
convention draws nigh and the signs
--ery detail, the weather permitting.
Sam Dorlsh and Ernest McNealy. before
the cat slipped and fell to
Personally appeared
beforT me. of Mileregin
we innnot re- of Graves county, tried to take charge
the gronnd. stunned but otherwise The musical drill. which Is one of
this October I. 1906, E J Paxton. sit wondering if tee members of the of the Illinois Central station lunch
:be best features, is on for tonight,
nalltJared To destroy evidence of
genera) manaiter of The Sun, who af- Commercial club realise whet
the stand this morning, but C. W Cherhis experiment, Harding killed the and a glance at the program above
means for ry, who was in charge, Mewled. The
firms that the above statement of the success of this project
will show the high character of the
--Teter-retie Mt twolIerVe&
• etrentirtaufbilITIlfrifilit
-edefile meeTrierr17;eJt
nt trri iere Mire
of September. 1906, ft true to the initiators; they must keep it going. the night manager
Cherry -mixed
The promoters are gratified with
and wee the prestige thus estab- le" and the two were hustled out ibleftPNE AS A CHRISTNI.14 GIFT. the entries for the
best of his knowledge and belief.
events, and well
lished they must persist in their pub- In" and the two were hustled out.
PETER PCRYEAR, Notary Public
they should be, for the horses showMy commission expfrt:s January lic works.
They remained near the door and Ilan Berko Divorce; Wife lluestened ing here will take rank etteile ,wette
te---kend Drad- BodY To 1081ret, 1991.
Aped profanity
- the best that will compete at
The train they inany of
LaPorte, Ind.. Oct. 3, ---'Charles B.
The whole country, including the tended taking home was late and it
the horse shoes this season.
Andrew, of Portland. Ore
has
was
daylight
great tribe of Smith. will applaud the
Daily Thought.
when they started down
The spirit of tee event le in the
brought action for divorce from his
”Discretion is the teller in the action of the Utah authorities to ar- the track
PaUeilman James Clark
very air, and every one, seemingly,
wife,
Ella Zell Andrew, of this city,
home savings bank of life "
resting President Smith, Of the Mor- arrested them. This morning in powill be among those present when
,from wham she has been ;lying apart
mon chierch. for practising polygamy, lice court they were lined Ile and
the grand parade Parts at 8 o'clock.
fur
nome
time
Mrs Andrew, it le
CleFIAN• SITUATION,
The Smith family is increasing at an costa, the costs to be divided
Nursed. said she woutieeid tier life There are forty-four boxes and near;
The lit: - Loafs Globe-Democrat is appalling rate in every city, without
Judge Puryear continued his dely every one will be occupied, and
positive that Cuba will be represent- any of them entering into polygamous cision in the cases against Ed Vas- and send her lifeless (-leo to her husthe grand stand no doubt will be
ed by another star in our flag and relations
sear and Hennan Willemu for know- band an a Christmas pent Andrew crowded tee
its cipacite.
alleges his wife threatened to tear
interpret• military intervention
ingly receiving stolen ice tic,kets. He
to
The Paducah Military band will
Out
his
sees
tied
this government as permanent • occhallis that she
Not the riga, they can be washed, will decide it this week.
conspired to persecute hen Until he furnish the music and the program
cupation of the island.
Other eases: James Hare, disordernot the horses, for these are real
deeded her protect' %ailed at $15.- for tonight is as follows:
The Globeleenocrat has this to roadsters
In west Kentucky and used ly conduct, dismissed on condition 000
say:
to the ground---but
Milady'- flee that he leave town. Pete Origin,
Program Paducab Military band.
In Ceiba the inevit•ble has
gown. 0. why could not the ele- breach of peace. $5 and costs; .Robery
horse show tonight:
Another Silver Puree/me.
become the a. I lidi The United
ments comport themselves in keeping Curry, colored. disoedere conduct
Washington. Oct. 3.- The direc- Buffalo Bill's Equestrian March..
State., flag which has been rais*eh the proper display of the Padu- recognized for $l ow to keep the
tor
Chart:dyers
of ,be
mint today purchaget,
ed over the palace and the rest
peace toward Maude Curry for oat
cah dressmakers' art'?
Hiedelberg." characteristic
of the government buildings in
year. Paducah Distilleries company, 250.000 ounces of serer at e9 21 "Old
march
Mills
Havana will never
four warrants, selling lepsor without tents an ounce, delivered In Denbe hauled
T. M. Wilson, of Cite* City, Ky.. one of the Judipla.a
John D Rockefeller has been re"The AU10 Race," a descriptive
t the horse *bow
down. That intervention which
a license. continued; Will McKinley. ver. Last purchase
was at 68.76
tonight. Mr. Wilson is a borsemanso t international repetitio
stored to an anxious public. He was
n, „ante he
piece
cents.
President Roosevelt disliked to
Missud lociiriss
colored, housebreaking, continued.
,
ociation' is to be congratula ted upon securing his services.
missed from church three Sunday "Kremer's
He
Popular
order.
Melodies"
. has at last beam, imowns, a string of thoroughbreds him self and. has *leo
in succeesion. We'll sae for John,
YOU ITON'T- 14•VE TO W•IT
a string of stock
perative. As the heads-a the
Kremer
tenet: LEADS TO ‘11REST.
User"
dose sakes you feel bettor Les Sell
farms. He owes the Ventura stock farm • the
that such a report conterpleg the
Alan
Lee
Terry
Cuban government resigned, as
kers. voer skole heelers HEM. Sold 'vu tbe "On the Rock Road to Dublin."...
Place and Ookwood, all in eastern Kentucky. He
most of us would cause Nee applehas been serving
Irish
esasey-tesa
Intermez
lt
plan
zo
that regime abdicated its funces+rywhere Price , refs.
Ephraim as a
Metal Clerk. Charged With Embezjudge on the eastern Kentucky Fair association circuit
bens:on.
for years
Selection from "The Umpire"
tions, and aset motley horde of
zlement, Make Capture for Child.
While Americans take
....
....
rebels were at the gales of HaHoward I. B. Howell, Cook Husbands,-H. ant
great Pride
he three‘masted schooner Susie B.
Not intending to seilect on the omvana..the Washington authoribeing called "a March "American Beanties."....
J. Wallersteln, W. J. Hills, T. C Jantsler,
Kankakee, Ill., act. 3.- Love for and pleasure in
which had
nipotenc
just arrived
of
e
the
gods
of
the
anties were compelled to step in
St. Clair iteeeh, Mrs George Flournoy, W. ht
his baby son led to the arrest today strenuous people," It is perhaps not
rom quarantine. stated
cients, we cannot help suggesting
that they
generally
"Daece
appreciat
so as to head off chaos. To the
of
the Bagles."......Dalbey Rieke, Louis Rieke. F. L. Scott. I.
ed that a great
of Edward Wood, a Kankakee post1) tad during the storm rescued from
that, perhaps, Jupiter Pluvius Is to
titmest limit rt which non-inoffice clerk, charged with embezzle- many litinre themselves phyeleally- "The Fashion Illarce.. . Clements Wilcox. Dr. H. G. Reyileds, 0. I.
heir vessel, which was then in •
need of the aid of a plumber.
ntrece nervous systems, invite
terference was possible without
Gregory, K. C. Boone, Mrs..Artnout Inking
Sent, who came home from New
pre- Medley.- .0gerttlre "Would You
coadition, the crew of the
r;
l7
weAtIleiet gray hairs and MCare't'
inflicting disaster on the Island
Harris Gardner and Mrs. Hal Corbett.
York City on learning that his child
tarkentree Jenale 'Hnibert.
A New York cotton buyer commities
"The
and hunuliallon upon us. the
t
hurry,
Mosquito
s
Parade.".
wrirry
.
way
was seriously lit. A score of postal
Whitney
is
Oue of ehe hest routines of (ii
ted suicide yesterday
re w of the fennie Hulbert had in
No cotton
Ce lled states withneid its hand.
Inspectors had been looking every- which they live, newlectleg In many Grand Medley "Superha ••
Dalbey show will be the musical drill unde
eturn
related how on Thursday dursellers killing themselves.
Even the most timid or obtuse
where for the man without TUCCefill instances proper care of the body and
the direction of Dr. Victor Voris eau agetheeheight of
the storm they
letting
the
real
of anli-iniperialsts will see that
pleasures
Tonight'
s Entries.
of life esfor the past two weeks. Word reachthe following are to participate:
lad seen a screw steamer battling
W %IR HEROES Mete) INSINCERE.
our government could no longrarestral net ,The entries for tonight are.
ed Kankakee on a train at 1 o'clock cape as a forfeit.
Mr. Zack Bryant and Miss Mae De, rite the wettest, turn
over and sink.
er with safety or credit hole
Lee, Joseph L. Friedman, age 3. vis, Mr. J.
meats nettrasthenis
in the morning. He was recognized strillilleeelleell
M FientIng aud Mrselleo Ised.rhey .ereve wijk her. The
Yale',' Preaident (liticteee petters of
crewl'of
ultimatel
y.
aloof.
black gelding. ring 2.
slightly alter what
by Shirley Molsant of this city, who
Flournoy, Mr. and Mrs. Hepry Rudy
Some ()Aeries of Reheilion
herekeelberi, were theinselves Put to
Neurasthenia In nerve exhaustion
Taint. said of the anelent . reAnita, Joseph L Friedman. age B. Mr. Frank Davis
was a passenger on the PUMP train.
and Men Mader.. isobetteslia•th keep their own vessel
and that means inefficiency of the sorrel mare. nag 3.
gime, "Tie teem' republic was
Watt. Mr. James Utterbeck anti
New Haven, Coale. Ore! 3.--Presi- On the arrival of the train here elo- hob'
afloat that they were nimble to give
to
Dot kl:1,,c1 I.%
earry oft vital funetionttig,
it. enelliteTsT-Ii--*
Rebel Dare, James Si Lang, age Nell Holland, Mr.
Sturtevant 1n
dent Hadley, of Yale University, In slant notified an officer, tet. Wooe nine
any 'assistance to the crew of the
corn
centersel
fil.,•• The
atee
5,
gray
debility
stallion.
United
ring 7.
ensues:
Miss Frances Walace. Mr. Will Rod%
giving the undergraduates theeeopen- eludectthe patrolman and reached
steamer.
lintlessnees ,and fatigue reign, Pain
States
ill have enBlank, James kt. Lang. age 4, bee and Mile Deer.- Meott,
ing address_of the year. criticised the his horny, where he was afterward
Reynold.
tered tirri,i
May be felt In the back; fullness
iirrer carry with
mare,
ring
7.
captured.
or
In bed after the house was
andMrs, Fantrie Curter:- Dr. Dwelt*
careers of some-of the Union generals
NOTICE.
pressure at the top of the head: sleep
there 'rut- and an au- Gypsy. C. L. van Meter, age 5, and Miss Williametts Janes, Mt
in the civil_ war as lacking sincerity. surrounded.
is
broken and without refreshment; black mare, ring_7.
thoriti wti,i ri will a:low Cuba to
new
Ealst
subscrib
of
ers added by the
Thrstrips011,-.3t., and
"-During the early Years of the dell
Mei.
meet irs eli.rgarions to the rest
digestion notably is weak and
Fanchon, 1 D. Wilcox, age 6, bay Ethel Sights, Mr. Ed Cave
Kan Tremens* Telephone ComTen Tbunsaaml- Dunkards.
loss of
war.•' he said. "there were on the
and Mis
appetite
of the world. hut they carry an
constipation and dlatreas gelding, ring 2. Same entry in ring
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 3.--The
pany Today:
7. (Nine Morris, Mir, George Wallace
northern side a number of generdls
after eating are the role. The
American .W.lk Wniell will be
Elsie R. Eton Frank, age 5. bay Jr., and Miss Boswell Mr. Jamev
headwhose interest In the struggle was Southern Pacifli railroad announces
ache of neurasthenia is like a
permanent.
Davis anti Mlle Clair 81 JAn. Mr
hand gelding, sorrel gelding, ring 6.
1112- McFadden. May, 11123 MadthIety professional. They had been that 10,000 Dunkards are heading
around the head; ordinarily is worse
There are a gicat many. It seems.
These were the only' entries at Gus Thompson ami
toward
Californi
a from
Miss
trained to lead their country's armies
Iowa. IlliMartha ison.
to the morniag and better towards noon, but
who believc with the Globe-Demoby night there will he at Davis. Mr. and Mrs. Van Meter, Mi
21W- Smith, Nathan, 6122 Founand they inkended to teed them with nois, Missouri and Kansas They are
the end'
crat that the Cuited States made a
of day, and is probably the least 20 more, as many
coming
to
form
of the own- J. I. Ertedman and Mira Jeanpetti tain.
a
large colony in
skill 'and fidelity, but in the vital is
most common of all headaches which ers did
mist a k e In 11,•,- ha .?r to declare her
not get around to headquar- Campbell,
Messrs
l677-a----Neiman & Panke), Fifth
5110$ over ;retch the north and south Butte Valley. Riakyou county, where
Vale, Rogete,
canto for treatment.
chivalrott- ti ••1I" • ••••. toward Cuba at
ters this morning.
Fisher, Powell, Henneberger, Harry and Trimble
were figeting they had no special eon, they have purchased 10,000 acres
the b.-Kinn:lig of the war with Spain;
Now, deugs do not help neurasJohnson and Bulger.
2767--K Irby, Mrs
cern. Officers of this type wished to of land. They will locate two cities
L. B., 512
thenia; that is admitted: and phybut we doubt :1 the permanent ocBelvedere Cap.
Horses Coming In.
North Sixteenth
do their euty creditably, but their on the projected line of the Southcupation of the island
stelae*
have
long been accustomed
would
be eyes were on tilt reports which
The Belvedere cup will be presentSeveral strings of horses arrived
1094-----Stratib, W T ..1137 North
would ern Pacific which will run from. San
popular tile c 111;ii time. That the
to send their neurasthenics away ed 'to the
best lady driver In a spe- by hoist lest night and today. J. Fourteenth.
record the deeds and the army lists Francisco to Portland via Olametli
administration west have considered
from the cities to the meentelos, WS- cial event
added to the program to- Code Stewart, of Chtuleston, Mo., arIn which they could receive promo- Falls, and will farm 10.000 acres.
some contIngenri% reeking an
shore, abroad or anywhere to find morrow
ex- tion rather than on the deep hewer They will make Butte valley
rived ou the Dick Fowler lest night
night..
the
bike other commodities 'telephone
larnew scenes and enjoy tranquil ressor
tended weep.
eliion
f
neceesary. goes of the struggle. One after
with two horses.. Ed
another gest Dunkard settlement In
.FiLTEerahil• of. .erviee should be paid for accordin
the *Hon. . But
withont sayin
g
that Is expensive and
irrrations these Men dropped out
()afro. arrived with four horses and
In the Moses.
and gave place world.
wits worth
ri value.
there is a surer, quicker and bettet
Point to the
•f' fiat teridmInts- to those whose milietry
two
The boxes will be oecupied by the
buggies. J. A. Crossway, of - We
skill was
haw(' I the city over 9.41410
tration intends to restore order to
as well as less costly way-Osteo- following
Ciarkeville Tenn., arrived on
sometimes tette hut who weir el the
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pathy.
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B.
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field
ht, not merely to get the
-Indepeodent company: outside
hated. been done and set the reptile
Osteopathy- cures neurasthenia.- George H. Goodman
creffilitilitg
, Virgil Sherrill. will all enter the horse show.
fighting.
the city and within the county we
which Is but another name for eery- Joseph L.
lie on its feet azatit•--if
PossibleFriedman, R. B. Phillipe,
save 63 ernes as many
Complications ma4 arise, of course,
oneness, by stimulation to the nerves W B. Webb,
subscribers as
R. H. Noble, Campbell
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we
Flourooy, eteory Rudy, J. S. Bleacher.
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I
show
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your
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Sieeth,
to Friends and -Leaves
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George C. Tboutp
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ble over there.
opathy is the sane rational cure for eon. Dan Fitzpatri
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ck, W. J. Dicke,
and provide in addition, long distAlit, diseases of the serves.
Havana, Oct.
3.-Ex-Preeldent
,. Anthony Long, Victor Voris H. J.
M
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ance facilities which' will enable
While we are watching Taft in Palms left the
Come to see me at any time be Arentz, James P.
eltrirt• 1101111511 QSAIIrte mit
you
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Smith, Wallace Frank Castanets, who returned
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to to reach fifty million people from
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I
sad
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in
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lit•Sobv
Lee
.
Levy,.
S Co.
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Henry, Bradley. the city this evening from Gulfport
, tour home .
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spectacular events in publle life, let maoy frlaaila.
forimooe and a sad I..1* the after- Henry litaglent, Louts
le departed for
Babel, George brought with him the sews of the
-Call 300 for further information
us uot tgaore the werenplialittent of Mahon' irtiMesst
. !noon. Dr, 0. B. Prose., 616 Broad- C. Wallace,
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Tea This Alteration to Visitors.
Mrs. Campbell Flournoy will entertain at afternoon tea today at 5
o'clock at her home on West Jefferson bouieeard in especial compliment
NOW IS THE accepted time for
Parties seeding in accounts of so. te her homes guest, Mrs. Anne Berry- you
to look about your fire and tornadal entertainments viiii please sign man, of Clarksville. Tenn, and the
do insurance, as faiS and winter are
them, as The Sun will not publish other visitors In the city
coming. Remember the old and recommunications mut la that are ea
That the heat units in a HEATING
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
'nosed.
Theater Party,
,
Office No. 128 South Third street. Of STOVE is what counts in heating
Mrs. John S. Bieecker and guest Ike telephone Ne. 940.
Residence
Llaaradog Reception at Voris Bowe.
cold air? A stove may put forth its
Mimi Katie Haynie, of Gallatin. Phone No. 1581. We represent some
Dr. and Mn,. Victor VOI'ib gave •
best efforts to serve, but racking in
very chanuing informal reception Tenn Mrs. George Flournoy and of the oldest and beat insurance corn.
prinks, which are paying their Name
heat units, can only heat a little
lark seeming at their home on Went Mr. Will Webb made a theater party
promptly. We protect your interests,
Bosadiyan, after "The County Chair- at the Kentacky theater last evening
space around it,
and you better be safe than sorry.
Arbuckle
Maclyn
to
see
lu
"The
man" at The Kentucky theater. in
Give us a call.
Chairman."
County
honor of 'Mr, Maclyn Arbuckle, the
- HEATING and stove wool, Truk
leading Man and a former friend of
Levin, both phones 41/.
Dane. at Park.
Mrs. Vet-% in Texas. Mr Arbuckle
There will be a dance Thursday
was accompanied by his wife, who is
FOR RENT-One aide of store
not on the stage, however, and both evening at the Wallace park pavilidu 428 Broadway. Phones 1618.
Etchnirs Ready-1.Wain
utede to delightful Impression socia41). given by Messrs. Cecil Patton and
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room house,
9/w Sim
Wear Stir.
Mrs Arbuekle is a New England wo- Clarence Krug. Twenty-five couples modern conveniences. Old phone 464
317 Broad's!
317 Brain!
man and is strikingly like Mrs. will be in attendance.
-CLEANING and pre-wing neatly
Grover Cleveland. Their home is OS
done. James Duffey, old phone 718-r.
Arc made with heat units everywhere.
we of the islands of the St. LawRegistered at The Palmer today
FOR RENT--Four rooms upstairs.
The larger stoves have very powercan remedy at small ,cost. Rudy, rence river where they have an artis- are: J. A. Obendorfer, St. Louis; T. 416 South Third street.
tic bungalow and spend each summer. H. Beck:Chicago; F. P. Kakee, CotPhUlips & Co.
ful circulation features also, making
FOR SALE--Household furniture
The Voris home was most attrac- land, N. Y.; H. N. Tharp, St. Louis:
LOC4L LINES.
-Dr. J. V. Vpris, dentist, 200 FraApply 420 South Sixth.
It easy for HART'S STOVES to do
tive in Rs arraugement last evening. W. F. WaldkIrrh, Nashville; T. C.
ternity building. ,
FOR
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barness
and
sad
In
the
dining
room
table
was an Ry4, Paris, Teen.; F. G. Schmitt,
the
the work, which is the reason they
--Tickets for the Horee Show are
die horse. Address K. care The Sun
Oct sale at the following places: R. effective setting of fern leaves and Henderson; Es J. Beale. Murray; 0.
use so LITTLE FUEL and LAST
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
W. Walker & Co, Alvey a List. Mo- late work and green candles, with W Olmstead, Evansville, Ind.; D. -IFOR -FIAMBCRGERS and Hot Ta,
so
LONG.
-C. 1... Brunson & Co. have mov- Pherson'e and Smith •It P14416
males
"Shorty's"
go
to
American Beauty roses scattered M . park, Mount Vernon. O.: C.
Ill% South
M.
ed their flower store to 529 BroadThird
or
127
North
Fourth.
over
it.
Mists
Martha
Davis,
Mise
Taliaferro.
New York; 0. G. Leach,
-It's wicked to let the children
way.
FOR SALE- New
Rerulogtqn
wade to school without rubbers. Ruble Corbett, Miss Susie Thompson Golden Gate. III.; Dr. J. R. Lee, Co--yesterday lbe notables touches Keep their
feet dry with a pair we and Miss blank Cobb assisted here lumbus; IC, 0. Leigh, Frankfort; W. typewriter No. 6. Address C. Boyd,
were put to the ,interior of the city
will sell you at 40c to The
Rudy, and a hot lunch was served a La Buf- S. Elgin, Nortonville.. A. H. Egan, P 0. box 26. Paducah, Ky.
lighting plant sr/ all is in readiness
fet
In the living room the pumas Louisville.
Phillips a ('it
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
for the installation of -the new mabowl
was
presided over by Mrs. J. C. 'Belvedere: F. M. Gilmire,
ft-e-11114. Seta oface is prepared so
Chita- 443, New 598. Delivered promptly.
chinery which will Increase the cafurnish the very latest thiugs le en- Flournoy. About sixty guests were go;
8. TaalCUS 'Salamis. L. J. E. B. Bell & Sons.
pacity of the Want 25 lights
The graved or printed calling cards sal Pres‘nt and theme from out-of-town Stockwell, St., Look; Ed
lisitagerald. • FOR RENT- Three unfurnished
General Elecleic company of Lynn,
invitations of any 'sort. aad is mak were: Mrs. John H. Love, of New Cairo; G 1' twist, ;New York; C. 3. rooms for housekeeping. Apply
at
Maas, shipped the machinery MonTV,
who
is
visiting
Mr.. Robert Smith, Nashrille.„.E, A.
lag special price. new.
Beedle. Cai- 114,2 Monroe street.
day.
----Our storm legates for school Becher Phillips, Mrs. Anne Berrinesie ro:*
liatningford, Cincinnati: --Wital'inD-Board
--City subscribers to the Daily children are a great protection ;#4., of Clarksville. Tenn.. the guest of
In Private famP. F. Leitch. New York; H. Cothran, ily.
Address "Engineer." 219 South
Sun who wish the delivery of their to $1 00. Rudy. Phillips & Co.
Mrs: J. C. Flournoy; Miss Love. of
Chicago.
Second street
papers stopped must notify our col-Tickets for the Horse Show are Indianapolis, the Mimes atieke's
Miss Elizabeth VISeikert has res
lepors or make their requests direct on bale at the following placer:
guest;
Miss
COOK WANTED-tlood cook can
Katie
Haynie,
of Gal- turned
It.
front St. Louis and Centralia.
evISIMSMS363624W631WISWIWS31163MS%%•••••%%%10011.Walk%la
to' The Sun °Mee. No ettentionwilt W. Walker & Co 'Aivey & List, Me- latin. Tenn., who is with Mrs. Jobe
get good wage*. Apply 1935 Jefferbe paid to such orders when given to Pherson's
sos street
ker. Miss McCandiese, of
S. Blear.
and Smith & Nagel's
Mr. Edward J.. Prinsbach of
you. Painless extrattion of teeth All
John Wakefield Named.
our carriers. Snn Pub. Co.
WANT$13------Ilitard in private famCarterville. fll • New York, visiting Mrs. John Mc- Bloomington III.; has returned home
-Old Reliable
work guaranteed, and of best mateLoutaville, Ors It
At a recent
-Supt. w. J. Hills, of the -N.. C. washed
Candless,
and
Mies
Bruen,
of
Webh
ily.
"Engineer,"
Address
North
.109
.nut, _and egg coal Os _ the
after a businessittip to th ecity. _
mositiegrof she 4),eimae4444e-polo....4.***41P1RS-L,--"falferia41 l'OstetenY sent an
of
gue•t
Clly,
Mo.,
the
Miss
Marjorie
Cheapest. Hradky Bros. Phone 331
-Attorney Cecil Reed went to Ben- Second street.
DR KING BROOKS, Dentist. Sixth of the city of laminville and certain
.extra engines here to Atlanta to the
this l duet.
- -A bey baby
was born
WA-N1KI
--7
)--liouselieeper
to travel
ton this morning on professional busand Broadway.
aid of the Western a Atlantic railrailroad representatives it was demorning to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
on show boat. Address H. L. 8,care
iness.
Toad. The wood working shoPs,
cided to withdraw Thomas Drewry
• Tea to Sponsors.
Gallaway, of 1004 Obi° street.
•
Sun.
M44 Jeaneatte Fetter, daughter of
round house general repairing shops
from the rare for the Democratic
Good Roods.
-Something new-A clever magThe Afternoon Tea to be given to- Mr. H. A. Petters,hes returned from
W112D--To borrow $704- oaf
While languishing at St. Helena. nomination for railroad commissiona.
and 1g engines were ruined In the
azine for the railroad man. 'Twill, morrow afternoon from 3 to 5 o'clock Nashville after • visit.
two years' time. Security either per- Napoleon was asked what had
he er against C. C. McChord end substi
coefiagration.
too. luterest everyone but tas as In the Itandeanie quarters of the
Mrs. Cbiu-lie W. Brown has re- sonal or real estate. .Address J., earn done that would actually endure. He me in his place
--Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1John D aVakefiel,I,
especial attraction for the railroad Chew, flheeker and Waist club. at turned from Coultertalle, III. after Sun
replied: "Look at the roads of
Broadway Phone 196.
now a tuember of Paul Barth's tinnot
man and his family. Get the drat Sixth and Broadway, will be one of speeding' the summer with
France."
These
roads
are the adulther
FOR RENT- Four unfurnished
- Mr. Billy Williams, formerly of
of public safety. This was
number, only 10c. R. D. Clements the most delightful affairs of the parents Ls the counley,
rations of the world to Ibis day.
roomy. - Modern conveniences. Apthe Davis Sheet Iron and Metal
President Roosevelt said: "The with the consent of Drewry, will
•Co.
gala week. Ttie reception eommittee
Hugh Boyle, the well kites n sa- ply 801 North Seventh street. Old
works, has removed to Cairo and
Wakefield's place on the
faculty, the art, the habit of road- lb get
--Tickets for the Horse Show are will be Assisted by all the other eotia-' loon keeper Ls out today after a nephone 560.
gone Into business witb
board of publIc - asifetr.
Mr. Jack on sale at the following Masses: It mitteee
building
naltos
mirk
those
in
sol•
and the horse show colors ver, attack of material fetes.
Beno. He formerly wonted in Cairo,
id, stable qualities whieh tell for perSTRAYED--Dark red muley
W. Walker & Go., Alts & List, Mcf will be carried out most effectively
Patrolman Ed Alexander,ja out tomanent greatness."
where he was prominent In mesical
WeigtO
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pounds.
$10
for
reward
Dirrream• In Peassioss Kell
Pherson's and Smith & Nagel's.
In the decorations with red and yel- day and, will resume wipti. tonight
William J. Bryan said; "Nothing
circles. He Is ateatioaikat tabs plater
his
Clark,
return
Seuth
Washington Oet I -The n•t d.215
C.
J
to
-The
Orate', band
'
paws* low
MIes. Hillman's orifitietra after weinnees of malarial:lever. •
tn whieh 1 have turned my attention
and was a valuable member of the
Third street.
In the pension roll of the
through the ctly Mrs morning en will play during te afternoon
Mrs.
Mes S. M. Smith is ,g‘tite, GI of ._
in the last few years has seemed to
Paducah Military band.
MAGOliC
STUMP.
tbe dress- come nearer to the people than this Creted States for the fiscal year endMISS
the way to Goleonila. Ill., to attend Armour Gardner will preside at the typhoid pneumonia M her Mime, 1225
-One load of our coal will make
maker, has removcri to 512 South question of good roads I have made ing June 30. was 12.470, the largest
tea table and will be assisted by Mrs Berehelm avenue.
the fair
you an ,advertlaer for us.. Bradley
titecreeee in the history of the coun-Do not be deceived.. Bootie! Carrie Ellis. Mies Carline
Miss Halite Richmond. of Clinton, Sixth street, where Me will be pleased up my- nilnd to get my county and
Bros. Phone 339.
my state•to do 'something in the mat- try. This fact is shown in the anBrea are 'sole erste For Carterville Mira Mary Scott, Miss Martha Davis. Ky., will be the guest of Mrs. Hal to see her patrons,
- -in commenting on the handsome
nual report of Contrulasiouer of PenIll., wasted coal. Phew 338
-Miss Manse Cobb. Miss,Rubie Corbett. Corbett during the horse show. Miss
FOR,SALE-One eke horse anti ter of roads"
window displays being anode by
Joseph Folk Is quoted as saying: sions Vierner, which has just heel.
-Born to Mr. sad Mrs. B. S. There are about twenty sponsors who Richmond is one of the sponsors to buggy at your own price: going to
"I am determined to give the rest of completed,
Broadway merchants, through an
Phe:ps of flutbrid .11ve0tte. this will be present and add to the attrac- the show.
leave the city. Address B., care TO.
my life to the _question of good
oversight no mention was made of
morning,• son.
Sue
'Sven's* of the affair.
roads." - Warren (0.1 Tribune.
L. B. Ogilvie & Company's windows.
Among those who will receive are
alloprier Mir Mho wow
, FREE TO LADIES-Handsome
They are extremely tasteful and fully
Meadawse T. C. Leech, Jake Waller
stick pin of exquisite and exclusive
CHIMING
DIVORCE.
GUN(
Fish Femme at New Orleans,
&eery, the pleased (-cnnments made
stein, Victor Voris, loon 13. Bleecker,
design; also valuable beaoity secret;
New Orleans, Oct. 3.-- New Orby_ passers-by.
send no money, simply naSte and adJoseph L. Friedman, ft. B. Phillips.
Rase N9 Fratusity laildiag.
-Our customers are our best ad- Head of Trust is Separeted Front
dress. Merle Supply Co.. St. Louis. leans is suffering from a fish Winne
Charles K Wheeler, GI C. Wallace,
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Die
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Reinsert how 464
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3 -- Judge Redd, W. F. Bradshaw, Jr., J. C.
--Pile driver No. 22 which was
hardwood Pensacola Almost the entire fish
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Clew floors, up-'o-date is every partiro- supply of this city came -from those
smashed up north of Central City Phillips of the common pleas dist
Sherrill,
Hinkle.
James
Weille
Harry
Dec.
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75%
tee ports The truck garden mdtis.
last week by a freight train, was today granted a divorce to Mrs. W.
lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
Henry Hughes, J. A. Bauer, Cook
May
millionaire
79%
ECLIPSE
79%
try on the lower Misslealppi river
brought to Paducah and placed in the J. White, wife of the
Fifth West.
Husbands, Henry Rudy. Tom HAM,
suffered considerably and it Is estishops. Machinists hope to get It president of the American Chicle
Corbett, Frank Partrane E. G.
Hai
office
two
or
RENT--One
FOR
Dec.
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company, otherwise known as the
43
ready for service In a week.
mated that the stspply co rail vegeta.
Boone, Luther Graham, J. W. Tulrooms with
use of my reception
May
431
/
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43%
hies was rut down 50 per cent.
-When you order a rig from IIS chewing gum trust. Mrs. White
ley, H.(3. Thompson, G. A. Floureco.
physician
denor
for
auttqle
room:
Oahe-you are talking to one of the pro- charged her husband with desertlooT
- Skating aftersoan an4 night.
Moss gar)orle Scott, Martha Davis.
tist.. Reesonable. 'Dr. M. Steinfeld,
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Sixth and Broadway. Eagle's
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torependers
otop
Bullet.
knee May Yeiser, Anna Webb and
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Broadway.
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Wabash, Ind , Oct.
--Willard
Faustus Wallace'.
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Jan.....13.39 13 4s.
Oils the order at appointed time. PalSampson, 12'ears of age, owes his
Superior
467.
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Old
Third.
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U Ited States Marshal Was Perak.
Cotter.mer Transfer company.
life to the suspenders he wore, which
J. E. BIVENS, Ni gr.
Marriage This Morning.
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
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lovely Active.
10.38 10 08
-We have rubber boots for boys.
were of double thickness, and to the
This mornhar at 10-o'clock at thl
the
tires,
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wire
nor.
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for
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Jan.
10.40 10.12
Mimes and children. At) styles ail
buckle attached
While in the rear
heat rubber tires made.
Washington, Oct. 3.-The presi- residents of the bride's father in TyMar.
10 ,56 10 . 26
sizes. $1 25 to $2.3:. ,Rsidy, Philoal his home he was struck by a bulCONTRACTOR WEIKEL-Mason let, mysteriously fired,
dent today dismissed front the serv- ler, Mr. Press Jacobs and Miss Ber- Stocks-lips & Co.
The. ball
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were
married.
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Rev.
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L. & N
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-We guarantee to please you ice of the United States, Marshal FaW.
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Ur. .......,
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big money need answer
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letter, "Solicitor." care Son Publish- soon will be the scene of another
Robbins Was Taken Front Mobile to greens and the marriage was wIlC. F. I,
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54% ing Co Paducah. Ky.
massacre of Jews. The League of
113 S. Third Street
nensed by a number of relatives nod
Be Safe.
U. S. P.
1 07% 1.07
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people, a reactionary organfriends. The couple left at 11:45
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping.
47%
U. 8.
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ization, Is displaying unusual wear.
Next door to Sun office.
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
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Robbins, a negro charged with crimLocal Markets,
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway. Jews Is checked another meant .°
inal assault, because of which crime Tyler in a week or ten days.
Dressed Chickens---20c to 40e
1755. Call, phone or write for will result.
Phone
a mob attacked the jail at stows
Eggs-20c doz.
catalogue.
It will convince you that
Complimentary Box Party.
last night, two men being shot, was
Butter-20c lb
Run Met By Bank.
Draughon's
is the best.
Joseph
Mr. and Mrs.
L. Friedman'e
brought here this rooming for said
Irish Potatoes-Per bu 70e.
Freeport, Ill., Oct. 3.-There w
HospiWe carry a large assortVETERINARY
rifle NEW
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John •H. Love, of New York, Mrs.
stability and many made additional
Lettuce-15c bond'
treat all diseases of 'horses and dogs
Three May Die am Result of Indian Anne Berriman, of
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deposits. The hank remained open
Manufacturers of
Tomatoes--10c gallon.
in the most modern manner. We have
Tenn , and Miss Love, of IndianapoTerritory (Mr Wreck.
several hours after usual time and
Peaches--40e basket.
Fort Worth, Tex., Oct. 2.- Street lis, and included beside the guests of
a clean, airy. sanitary red np-to-date
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car carrying seventy people wrecked honor, Dr. and Mn,, Victor Voris,
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to
you
detail. We invite
between Muskogee, I. T., and state Mr. and Mrs. George C. Wallace,
Is a pure, first quality,
Storm Damages Wino% Appleis
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Pierre, S. D., Oct. 3.-New tows*
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Corn, eale bu
are being born In the northwest at V tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
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James R %Silents has over 25,foio
5 1 8 BROADWAY
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tar.
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DID U KNOW?

DAILY ARRIVALS

Are becoming common occurrences
at w stow. Twery day wc show an
entitE new line and assortment of all
classes in Ready-to-Wear Garments.

HART'S HEATERS'

Prices Low

r.

6E0.0. HART &'SONS CO.
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THINK PRINCETON IAK/K8 BEST.

SEND DUES
MANY

PADUCAHANS
THOPDLIS

JOIN

Tate Curates Sim Tiros' rillunighg Is
Ahead of. Others' So Par.

TRACKS BLOCKED

M.

New Haven, Conn., Oct. S.- -Yale's FREIGHT TRAIN CAUSis.14 DELA1
football efeaching squad. includiag
ON LOUISVILLE LINE.
Walter Camp, Rockwell, Hoyt, Captain Morse and Tackle Forbes, Weed
ad the °posing gasses of the season
Trip IteeuIts In finer Relation* Ile.
Paseengers Compelled to Detour By
by the big altifilealtiesi and came
tween Organizatertet 4'Two
Way of Owensboro to Get
home brimful or Maas for Yale's Simi
%round It.
match of the sbaran with Vereleyan
here next Wednesday. Judged by the
notes made by Yale mei:, Princeton',
During the visit of the members of eleven has made the beet showing up
Several cars is north
bound
the Paducah Commercial club to Me- to date
freight train No. 152 left the rails
tropolis, Monday evening, at the open
A Yale-Harvard conference was north of Central City last night and
aessIon of thr, Metropolis Commerciel head by Head Coacher Rockwell, of the track was blocked
.for
boars.
club, the following
Paducehana Yale and Bill Reid, et Harrold, on The fast Louisville and
Memphis
Mined the Metropolis Commercial Friday night, whoa they met in New passenger
train, No. 103, due a.
dub and today sent down their. en- York city at the meeting of the rues
40 o'clock, had to detour, going
list dues to Judge .1 F. McCartney. committee. They Canopied the out- from West
Point user the Texas
president of the Metropolis Cominer- look in detail and agreed that the
road to Owensboro and then taking
Obi club: W P. Hummel, Sol Drey- new rules had tevoltitionlsed the, the
Henderson district to Priocetot.
fus. H. C. Rhodes. D. W. Coons, F game. They swapped hard luck @torbefore the main line
was reachlet
Scott,
add
L
condoled with each other beL.
ed.
No.
103 arrived
shortly
Wallersteln, Charles fore parting.
Michael,
before 9 o'clock. Few details of the
The Vale coacizes denied that seWeill., H A. Petter
wreck were received here.
The
cret practice was to treein tomorrow.
wrecker was sent to the scene with
delkdaftdelettPileietteriff4 They will insist that they don't ex- orders for a clear track.
No telepect to order it before Oct. 15.
graphic report except that no one
TIPt4 FROH THE WIRES.
Jack °welt), of Chicago, last year's
was injured was received here.
head coach, arrived to remain all the
1.1-401101) week developing Vale's kicking game.
is the Moos lahabked.
Whice Rockwell and Camp believe
Science has proven that the moon
The Dernocratia state committee will be the keynote to success under
makes
will meet l New York City for per- the new rules. Frank Butterworth has an atmosphere, which
life in some form possible on that
"anent orgiblzation. It is expected also brut promised to coach the punsatellite: but not for human beings,
that a new state chairmen will be ters this week.
who have a hard enough
time on
slected at that time
Hot the DemGeorge E Crows, guard three years
this
earth of ours: especially those
ocrats and Republicans of Massa- ago, will coach the center men tomorwho don't know that Electric Bitchusetts will
hold conventions to row. Both the 'varstty and the fresh
name their respective state tickets men squads are the smallest this ters cure Headache. Biliousness, MaJaundice!
during the week. Boston ha* been year they have been in several sea- laria Chills and Fever
Dyspepsia. Dizziness, Torpid Liver.
selected as the meeting place by both sons at Yale. and the Yale Daily
Kidney complaints. General Debilipartlee
News attributes their stye to lack of
ty and Female weakimeddli.titrillgivalA lanes number or packers and la- leterest in the new game. Captain
led as a general Tonic and Appetizborers at the government depot In Morse issued a general call for
case er for
weak persons mad especially
Jeffersonville -were called out to didates last week which brought
out for the
aged. It induces sound sleep
crate and load meta freight oars and Daly • handful of
players. The Vale
on. express ear will miscellaaeosis squad today numbers freely forty -nee Fully guaranteed by all druggists.
Price only 50e.
supplies for immediate shipment to men. as against seveaty five It
forCuba. Tire total %eight of the ship- mer }eskry.
Sultan Is Dying.
meut was P001)041 pounds and the
Cable dispatches from Coestatitivadue nearly $244,4100.
.
cwomeasstass.
empire say that Abdul. Humid, sultan
Secretary Root, walls not coon
The Republicans of the city of Paof Turkey, Is critically 111, and his
mentisg for publicailos, showed to ducah. Ky sire called to meet
at tht
that.. who met him after his return city ball In the city of Paducah. Ky.. death is a question of only • short
to Washington that be was grated on Thursday. October 11th, 1906, time.
with the results of his trip
He did for the purpose of nomlnating candimood Marks.
say, however, that nothing was :eft dates for the various city offices to be
A tale of horror was told by marks
undone by the pl.014e where be •isit- voted for at the November election.
-t• The convention will be called to or- of human blood
in the home of J.
sd In doing honor to this country.
der at 2 o'Oock p in, and the viva- W. SVII:tanIS,
a well-known merchant
Herm rains. In Franklin and An- voce manner
of 'teethe will prevail.
of Bac. Ky., He writes. "Twenty
derson counties
have caused
all
FRANI( BOYD,
years ago I had severe hemorrhages
streams to leave their hanks and
Chairman City Committee.
of the lungs, and was. near death
much damage has been done to roads
C. W MERRIWEATHER, Beer.
when I began taking Dr. King's New
and crops
Two ,.mall towns In AnDiscovery. It completely cared me
derson county. are reported
under
Notkee
well ever
Water
No lose of life has occurred.
The Palmer lioere barber shop is and I have remained
Attorney General Moody has or- closed on acinunt of the reconstrue- since." it cures Hemorrhages, Chro.
dered se • brought against a three Ron of the Palmer House, but will Me Coughs Settled Colds and Flron.
open in about ten days where the chills and Is the only known cure for
number of railroads charged
with
I ask Weak Lungs. Every 'bottle guaranviolating the law requiring the use writing room former:y was
my friends to call and Me me in teed by all druggists.
of safety appliances. No Kentucky all
60c and 31.00.
the new shop. We will he able to
Trial bottle free
road is named among the number.
give you first-cal. service. Thanking
Gas In large quantities has been all for their patronage, I
am very reilvenneni Chairman.
found :13 Lee eollIPtY and it is be- spectfully,
William J Conners, of Buffalo,whn
lieved that a good grade of oil will be
MUN-SEY. Mgr.
led the fight for W. R. Hearst at the
found deeper
In other Kentucky
Buffalo convention, was yesterdayfields there has been little doing the
NOTICE.
elected
chairman of the Democratic
Ia.t week.
The annual meeting of the stockIn a government report just issue.1 holders of the Longstaff-Orme Menu- state committee of New York.
the total number of pensioners In the facturing company, will be held at
Devil's Island Torture.
United Sates Is '35.971. or a de- their office at Paducah. Ky. on the
Is no worse than the terrible case of
crease in the Racal year ended June
day of October, 1946.
Piles that afflicted me ten
39 of 43,300.
years.
H. W. RANKIN, Sec and Treas.
Then I was advised to apply Bucklen•s Arnica Salve, and less than a
A Gorky Postasietrem.
Doesn't Like Chinks.
box permanently cured me, writes L.
is Mrs Alexander. of Cary, Me.. who
Governor Magoon. who has arrivhas found Dr. Kittors New Life Fill; ed in New York from Panama. Is not S Napier, of Rug:es. Ky. Heals all
wounds. Burns and Sores like magic. _
to be the best remedy she ever tried favorably impressed with the
idea of
25e at all druggists
for keeping the Stomach. Liver and employing Chinese labor
for the conBOWP:S In perfect order. You'll agree struction of
the canal
Gen, Mills hettree.
with her if you try these painless pu•
Brie Gen. Samuel M. Mills, chief
rifiers that Infuse new life. Gitsran
lane wte
Forget—Baby Is restless. can't sleep at of artillery, wits plated on the retired
teed by all druggists. Price 25c
night. won't eat, cries spasmodically
-A bottle of White's Cream Yermitage Ilst yesterday on his own application,'
newer falls to cure. Every moths• on secoeet 3f Illness.
Tbe Bermudas have a parliament Should
give her baby White's Cream
of thirt,-six members, while th. cum weemifoge Mn many times when the
baby is psir and fretful the mother
her Of voters Is only 1.7
A MOST IFIMIITRI' ARTICLE
.6'
dors not now what to do A bottle af
When an article has been on the
this medicine would briny color to hie
for years and gains friends
cheeks and laughter to his eyes. Give market
every' year It hi safe to call-this mediit a triad
els. a worthy one. Such is Ballard
Hold by ail druggists.
Fforehnund Syrup. It positively ciir ,
Caughs and all Pulmonary Disea,
sus
rtiE
One ,,f the heat known merchant',
Vninge Wiped -Out.
Mobile. Ala., says: "For lime years my
Almost the entire village of North- family
WITS
deaublesdwinter coughs. We owe thisas4441-4-0ewto Balport, Mich., was wiped out by fire lard's Horehound Syrup. I
know it
yesterday. The estimated loss ex- has saved my childreit from many sick
ceeds $50.001).
Rohl by 01 druggists.

i

KILL,,COUCH
CURE

LUNCS

-Dr.King's
New Discovery

ONSUMPTION
FORf OUGH3 and
pa

Prise
110e 151.00
Free TAW.

Surest and autctest Our, for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET

Ram.

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making
Our new woolens are a
choke ceIrr don from the best
foreign and domestic looms,'
We show many handsome
and exclusive patterns.
You'll find our prices moderate

and plezsing.

DICKE&BLACK
t4rnasisw y
816
,
Huililiuy.
()Hsieh, Prate'

siotgaiirmera

WAPOLIEole
Showed. at the battle of Muttering.
tir was the greitest leader in the wort&
Riallarcrs Saner Liniment has shown time
public It is the best Lininteat In the
world A quick cure for Rheumatism.
Sprains. Burns. Cita. etc. A C rtta,
t:devil*. IA., lay,: .•1 Use Ballard,
Sheer Liniment In bey family and find
tt uneweelled for sore chest. headache.
torn.. In fart for anything that can bri
reached by a liniment."
Soul by all delegista

A

Model School Open.
The niodel school of the Vi'retern
Kentiteky State Normal School opened yeSterdny at Bowling Green.
*tits CAIIMAIlt
Was a matt of nerve, but sitknows left,
Its mark ahd he became aged before
Mit time Sim-knees is (Mott coulee by
a torpid liver. Berbine will regulgte
vour liver and Elva you health. Mrs.
ritrrte Austin. Motion. Kan. writes;
t onitteler Herhine the best medicln.
',sm. heard of. I km never without
it:
Mold by all druggists.
Ornonrists In Amass.
The National Association of iinetall
drugothre, began Its annual convention
in Atlanta Sot night
It hurts terribly to be an egotist
No maw ever did a work in spite
Of
that he might not
have done tea thousand MIMS letter
if he hod been encouraged

peripenittes

Wit The Sm.

1 S. I Mitchell
326 5, TMIrl Strut

NiedIMIRw"wearentileilleitilIMPr.

LUZERNE COAL

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

are sole agents for the best Kentucky Coal
WE avid
on the market. Why send your money

TO COLOILl'u
dv

out of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product for less money and get as good fuel for any
domestic purpose as money can buy?
When you buy Kentucky coal you are fostering
home and state enterprises, and when you buy
LUZERNE you arc getting the best that Ken
tucky produces. Get our prices.
All sizes of Lehigh Anthracite $9 a tog.

Very low round trip rates all SUMWIff. Special
CALIFOR
NIA
o:tobcIfuret
It.ril vs. One way
ductions
be ouresa
tickets will
te scpteSe
eLtermibst
s ro3to14
"Cobalt"

in the city,

Morgan & Wright
Tires
the standard of the world

Special

TO
TO

.vern
ir3w
rymel.

round

trip rates

all

HOT SPRINGS, ARK,

Illustrated Booklets and Fall Information Regarding Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

ock,iland
System

Barry & Henneberger

GEO. H LEE,
P. S. WEEVER,
Tray. Pass. Art.,
Gen, Pa-s. Art.,
Nashvilk, Tenn.
Little Rock, Ark.
•

BOTH PHONES 70

W. F. P•rrort,
President.

R. R0ov,

P. Poems',
Assistant Cashier

Cashier

Citizen's Savings Bank

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

Capital

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

$100.000

50,000
Stock holders liability

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bOlprrist 4r,:hed only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of 6%
biasom ?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.

100,000

Total security to depositors.-...$250,000
Accounta of Individuals and firms solicited.

We appreciate

small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
con,rtegns 4eattnent.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

TO LET.

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

•

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Several superior offices! on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

Fans! Fans!
CEILING AND BUZZ FANS
-Soo Us For

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LISTFraternity Building.

BothiPhoncs 835

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated
131.12.3 N.Pourth St.

Phonaa 787

.4

AN EXCELLENT STAFF
For declining years is a getwi !tibelantial savings account, Imilt up during the money earning period.
D posit part rf TOUT earnings weekly or enotetbihe's-e••
Iii this bank. and at 4 per cent compounded semiannually on will soon have a snug aunt to fall back
upon.

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question
is:
Who's the best to see) Ask your neighbor. Oftener than
not
he will refer you to

E.D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Oss Fitting

Brgin toflay

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway

—
132 South Fourth
338 ICentuctic-y Ava.
113th Ptione.• 2101

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Carries the most complete line of

icicles_ and Supplies

r.
red
Varuct
29 lanliclusisuvemmtt.
Y lost
oits
ptember
tub rta
ivSemuna

Olauber's Stable.
Homes on Easy Terms
I have quite a number of .sb•gant little cottage
homes, of
three, four atid;five rooms, *ell lpeated, which
I am troing to
offer for sale at from $600 to $1400 ear+, on
mOnthly payments of from $15 to 120 per month, LEM thin
a 'fair CASH
PRIM

Heretofore I have reqnired ten per cent, of the price
in
advance on such sales, hut will now eell with one
reviler
monthly payment, in advance. A rare opportunit
y to get a
home with ordinary rent.
Homeseekers, cull and See tile, tir .eall me
by old phone
231. Will be glad to show you.

J. M. WOIRTEN, Fraternity Blinding

$5.50 Per Pair
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN.TEN CENTS A WEEK

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

Why Not Own Your Home

Quit paying rent. Let us build the house: you psy for
it as you
pay rent
Vacant lots in all parts of the city, Nice
lo`s on the
proposed car extension on Broad to union depot and
on Allen
streets from $50 to $3so etch. Buy now on
installment plan
while cheap This is the highest ground in the city.
Property
is advancing rapidly.

McCracken Real Estate f2i Mortgage Co
Inoorp•red•d
1Ronclorse, Praise. arid Mgr. Phone
7C-rie.

Subscribe for THE SUN.and get the news
while it is news.

,

'See*

PAM! SEVEN.

flrifft70/01 !MINIM!, Plin%
••••

6he Bath Comedy

CITY 0.111.111ANCt

NOT INERARY
,•

•••••••••••

.
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WICIeNFISDAY. -OCTOBER S.

TiienUng Wrong Disease.
Man Siam women Call en their family
Mffering, as they entwine,
14170
petpaim another from heart
'mother front liver or kidney
uptt
s eabaystaio
nd
u

JANES

Speculators
and
Bdrgain
Hunters

AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR WAS ELL E444.4E, WHO EiTOCA THE
THE CON'STRUCTJON OF CLAY
la t
CR1E101 FROM STORE.
nt
alike to themselves and
r easy-going
STREET BY GRADING AND GRAVand Indifferent, or over-bbsy doctor„ sepELING FROM A POINT WHERE
arate and distioet diseases, for which he,
assuming them to be such, preacribes his
SAME
INTERSECTS
S K V*NNext Place Visited When pills and potions. In reality. they ma all
TEENTH STREET TO A POINT Leh It In
only symptoms caused by some uterine
Art/Jo...a
eTh• Pride of Jen:vice"
He Folioed Wine Things More
disease. The physiciau. ignorant of the
Lots on Tennessee and Jones streete
WHERE SAME 1NTEBSECTS NINE
cause of suffering, eueourages this practo His Liking.
TEENTH STREET, ill THE CITY
tice until large bills are wide. The suf- between 8th and 9th, $375 crab or
COPYRI-6 tt T.
1906.
fering petient seta no better, tout probably $4 54, part on time.
BY 'EGERTON
CA s [LE
OF PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
worm, by rea,
on of tlie delay, wrung
.412 South 9th St., 6 rooms lit good
treatment
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GENand .ottse,ittelit rain.Ii leatit•as.
peeper
A
medicine
like Dr. Pierce's Fa- fix, at $1.65o, part on time.
ERAL COUNCIL OF THE CITY Ole
fact
that it Is an alliterate vorite Prescription, thereat to the muse
The
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
41 it South kth St., 6 rooms, Louis
clams of burglars that are operating would have entirely reit:roved the disease,
thereby diem.iling all those distressing
amoloa 1. Thai Clay street, from its Peduoah developed this
good
condition, at 41.76e, Part time.
morning symptoms. and itiStituting comfort inspeziker stopped liuddeuly end you. and
I pTroluiie You that 1.1.1- ten s point where same intersects Sevenwhen it was found that they had die- stead of prolonged misery. It has been
5.03 Fountain Ave., 6 room house,
seemed to welter quite away antler a Minutes you
well said, that ^a disease known ts half
will have Mr Jasper t111 teenth street,
to a point where the carded "The Crisise• one of the cured."
seeliteu look from the putsch brewer. his kuees."
nice, water Inside. excelent location.
tame intereects the east property lama popular books on the market.
Verve's Favorite Prescription is a See me as to price which depends on
1.10 had metie a.elevespeut ademiet
Then rustulug up to Sir &now •iail
c inedichm, carefully devised by
tgeput his knife and lemons down and spettkiug with the most childlike
Nineteenth street. ii the City Possibly they did not have tens to scienti
an experieueed and skillful physician, terms of paynbmt.
mid line of
employ his Gegen' differently. and the deliberate candor;
of Paducah, Kentucky:te and the carry it along, but at any rate It Is and adepted to womeres delicate system.
Sonic excellent farm offers near city.
It is tussle of native medicinal roots and
eeet natant Mend bite whispering in
-Pray, Sir Jasper." said she. "soft same is hereby ordered to be °Hal- a clue for the deteetives to work on, hi perfectly
now for sub-division and pay 'handdo
harmless
in
its
Wieser
Muse,
Stefforde ear.
what 'Melo you be prating (If
nalls constructed
of good gravel and they are hard at work today condi:Me of the niqess).
some profit at once on present prices.
"You're a man of the world. I know. and red curls? kitrshw
itowerfel
As
a
invigorating
unite "Fanow,"
suitable in ali respects for such con- tracing it down.
Madison St. Fountain Park corner
vorite Prier:101mi" impart.. strength to
frernti Stafford." said he. -No doubt lOokell round the compauy
nett dewj struction; all' to be done iu strict
We need our
the whole system and to the organs dis- lot at $650.. Only chance In park.
you will laugh .st my overuice seine guileless
Saturday
might
they
es
erolve
eyes, "I lust a levier otileree
tinotly
Paper
ferniaree
In.
and
Pict ut r
particular.
For
over,aecordaneys with the Oins, grades, open the back door of Discs
of -delicacy, but jeet now in his rev- day or two somet
Nice
North
5th St, 9-rooni house In
stheet worked, •surn-out." "runi-down,- debilisour h9uie7-u."
Frames.
'specifications, widths and profiles of Iron and Metal works,
teach.est
tated
reenters,
ilers Poor O'Hara made, a kind of dropped bee ltde with a
dressmakers, excellent condition at $2.400. 01111
on South seamstresses, ^
Musa itutillosh
•hop
housi-keepens,
teat, I believe, about pulling nay
lug little eimaer, "a rethagprivate let- of the City Engineer, made and pro- Third street. The desk was prised nuneumniuthete, slid reo.,1,• am:twit gen- 3 blocks from Palmer House.
*Se. What would you advt...e me to
ter. 1 WM'.L mustheve lost it la ekel vided by him for such purpose, all open and nothing taken Once Wore tirallY. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Three houses, rents about $30
del in tire matter-look over it, eb?"
isailgreateat earthly boon, befog anJulia's wile% umsc the ast(a, for I, re- of which are adopsee as a part of this
firm suffered
a robbery and ise
as an eleittizing cordial and re' month, N. E. corner 6th and Ohio Sta.,
riCerteinly." creed the spark, with a
member I puieeel out, ipy hauseiter- this ordfnanee as fully as if emgood investment at $2:400.
nothing valuable has been left out stoe tonic.
Mauve of the moat airy eouteuipt:As•soothing and atzengthening eerythief"broiled herein or attached hereto and since. The book
"leek over it es straight as yoll ran.
Have at ail times money to loan on
was
the
Ina
only
eFavurite
thing
Prescription
is
unequaled
"Good God," 64141 $ir Jasper Jeanie. made a part hereof, and are marked
is invaluable in allaying and sub- farm kind at G per cent Interest, 10
Look over It by all menus. but as you
missed, and this morning a telepad gimlet at her, all doubt, ow).
nervous
excitability, irritability,
vidue the symmetry of that ornament
"A" for murk specific ideutification.
phone message to Mr. Rostov)
croaked the letters In iris baud.
, Da- nervous eehatistion, uervuus prostration, years' time. Certainly getting money
to your countenance. Captain tivicer.
elm. 2. That said work shall be
neuralgia, hysterie, spasms, chorea, St. wanted if farm and title all right.
via,
said
the
had
.yelt
book
been
-couid
Sou. MIMI fpaitA
left at Vitas's dance,and other
If I eiee you I aboulti keret ft we'll-but•
distressing, nervIt, Sir Jesper. I *wonder? hew ent masstracted under the direction of II. Well's store, on Second street, ous sytuptunis commonly
Have acre land just outside city
tetlit
attendant upon
me: And, thee thia youruingolis the the Hoard of Public Works and the which was robbed the -.one
functiotial and organic disease of the limits. In very •hoice looation, can sell
night.
uterus. It induces refreshing sleep and
...OAST LINE
etrangeel
itol Mudge( letter, stipervisiou of. the City Engineer.
relieves meutel aitocty KW despondency. in any quantity wanted from about 1%
gueaner raer privete letter, and aftet and sbell be commenced at a time
Dr Pierce's Pleasant
acres
up. Well opened up with wide
fn. igorata
Use stomach, liver and beetle [XIII te
il4sPlEteklE4 a few notes to. iny frienda designated -for the performance of
streets and best offers in this clam
WWI k dire& May to take as candy.
for thy ht. e•( ue, I could
and %hp said work and completed on or beabout city.
letter Nu wore! Alia 1 egg
wanted
fore two months after the passage,
Five acres fronting 615 feet on
it, f,or 1 hat scar.* irlaured at It."
south tide of Hinkleville road sear
"Ok lithitnistus
eried Sir approval and publication of this ordinance.
city limits at $300 acre. This Ian I
,
Co1FlittliNU ON WIL1. F.
iteePtirD. A. ealleve, Prop.
Sec, 3. The cost of such construc"Tell me,'! cried lie. panting, "what
can be subdivided into lots and reecc4
K' CHIMP 661'10ER tW EL
lid theat,letire metals?"
tion of said streets slue: be paid for
at handsome profit. Easy payments
"La:" said the. -what • question to wholly by the property owners abutFive 4-room double houses on lots
Newest and best hotel in the ctt)
eut le a tidy!"
ting or fronting thereon on both
each 40:166 feet to 15 toot alley, on
Ad •
"For God'; sane. madam." sald be,
latex
$2.00,
Two large eampl north side of Clay street
aides thereof, to be apportioned to Appointed District Deputy Grand Exbetween 12th
•Ar.
,
,ted 14 truth he looked piteous
Ruler for Nesters)
allied
rooms.
property
Bath
and
turalast
the
&seemed
rooms
sad 13th streets at $1.050 each. $100
-Thee. step apace." said site, "and
•••
e
Kean.ky.
llgnta. The only centrally locate' sash and balance in niouthlrpay awned
ror deer Jellirs.ealke I will eonfide In and property owners abutting thereon on both sides thereof. according
you, as M
of $15. Rents now stilt) mouth.
hotel in the city.
SPEND YOUR VACATION
She led hip to the moonlit window, to the number of front feet abutting
These are bargairs for investment, at
%lade all followed them with curious thereon, except the City of Paducah
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houses
in
good
condition and grouna
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Koval aad publication.
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limited floor space in the average examination. , Hls original bill WAS
SION BULLETIN.
Mahaftale death, no matter whether or not morning was on duty again
810, but by Agreement was cut.
washerwoman's house makes it Imthey strike a vital Part. in the hall fey resides MI Soiittt EiPliPilth street.
A bond was presented by an atpossible to do the wore of drying In
Ky—Grand Lodge K
the cartridge a small hole had
torney for payment, but It was learndoors.
Last
week
hundreds
of
Padte
of P. of Kentucky. Dates of sale Sett
Officials Going /eolith.
'been excavated and filled
with a
ed It had been paid. It was an oki
tember 30. October 1 and 2, 19/
1
46.
131g officials on the Illinois Central rattans failed to get their clothes
deadly poison
railroad bond,, which should have
limit October 6, 1906. Round trip
are moving about the southern dis- washed and this week today they been
destroyed.
rate $6.95.
tricts in great haste looking after the stand no better chance than Lia
The sheriff reported the collection
%V.ITER NOTIl'IC.
Interests of the road. At this time week. Many have patronized the
,Lexingion. Ky.- -Fall Races. Datr.
Patrons of ilte Water Company are
$32,211.37 for September for the
of
the southern lines are rushed In busi- lallndries.
of sale October 2 to 13, 1506 Mete
reminded that their Si 5(51' rent excouaiy,
but the total col:tritons for
Many people are Iltelris the remalt
limit October 14, 1906. Ronsuil
ness and the rains have eau ool
a
pired september Ocue Theo.- who deof the weather and the first grip the county and state will amount to
great deal of damage
rate $9 35.
making
the
sire to re-two tiwin should do ou beK53.695
61
for the month.
cases of the sesoon are reported.
track beds soft and interfering
Louisville, Ky.—Grand Lodge F &!
fore It is forgotten, ae all preteti.es
Those subject to malaria also stiffer
ways
other
with
Grand Chapter It. A. N. le,'
trains..
Teste-day
no/ paid tor oil i./ before October
Paducah
Merriman
Mt,
October 1501 and Ititle Peet
Mr. H. R. Safford. the first ethic:pi; while severe colds keep tie...druggists
10. will he shut oft.
Joists Dal:Inger, • merchant at
assistant engineer of the road end and doctors busy.
imit Octobto
20th. 1506. Ronnd
prompt
The
payment of sister
GlIbertsville Marshall eounty. Ky.,
Superintendent of Southern Linea H.
trip rate $6 96.
vents will sate resatIon and ilea to
filed a petition In bankruptcy this
McCoti rt
Nashville,
passed
fa, Date.
through.
Next SEW RETUBN OF APE IN HOBO.
the consumer, and unpleasant dui ies
moreing In the federal conrt, stating
came J. T.'Harahan, second rice presof sale October 6th and ath. to 13th
anti analoyan('e "u the
pato.
liabilities to the amount of 11.714.'1 2
ident, and his eon. W. J Hershaft. littudeut of Under World Kays Tramp
inclusive, 1506 limit Whitler 15th,
with $540 moots, part of which are
fourth vim preeldent, arriving this
Is Inversion to Type;„
1006. Round trip rate $4.75.
The ollt pat of 'oat in Vancouver
exempt
The schedule shows many
morning from Memphis on the acAelerveie. N. C.—Mitielliaary conIsland for Into:, aggregated 994.213
coeditors, seventeen being -Pedotnh
London. Oct. 3.—That theIratitii
ference Protestant Episcopal church.
A. H.
tous, of which 4
ties tons were commodation train. Supt
firrni. Of the beaVier r'reditors here
Egan and Roadmanter F 1, Thomp- Ii a reversion to type Is the opinion'
Dates of We October 22nd and 23d.
slipped to the Unlied States.
the following is the' '71s
Meyers- 1906, limit Nov. 5th, 11106.
Dr
J.
of
Rhodes,
Nilson
..011
came
student
of
in
last
night,
Patios-all
and
-Schmid-C
lark company, 1100: I.
Asso111111115, Tel.—loternatioaal
It's a poor rule that can't
be entertained several of the most Im- the substrata of noelsl life t he world
Naubeliin. $65; DuBois-Kolb & cornover.
ciation -of Fire Engineers. Dates of
worked any old way to an experienc- portant officials on the system.
many, $35; George 0. Hart Sons
The tramp, he tie the Weary Wilsale October eth and 7th, 11196, limit
ed grafter.
lie of the states or the vagabond of roomette. 630; Hank Bros., 140; Pa- 21 days. Round trip rate $21.00.
In Graves County.
ducah Purniture company, $30; SherMayfield, Oct. 3.--There
were England or the continent, has the
For further partiruieet apply le
rill-Ruseell company, $8-0; Jackson
about 1,0110 hogsheads signed Mon- shambling *silk of the anthropoid
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent, Padueab.
Foundry anti Machine company, $75.
day 13-y the dark tobacco association. ape. In other ware too, Dr. Rhodes
Ky.

Fulor.-... to

Mooed Tlllll"crow Murobag
Here mid Atte...1 oundgratbou
Conietaton.

"

to Your Home on

•

30 Days' Free Trial

IT is made to heat more space
with less fuel than any other
American built stove. It is
constructed on t h e famous
"Buck's System"—the firebox
and fluc construction insures
the greatest economy of fuel.
Come to our store and let us
tell you more abcu this truly
marvelous stose, and the special terms under which we arc

-,•••••••••••

(11
2M6PA
EVERYtil-IWIt-RJRNI

Salesrooms 112-114-116 North Fourth Street.

Rudy, Philips & Co.
219•223 ElliOADWAe

13.0YS' SHOES
THE KIND THAT STAY

ate,
frp

mi.

and It is probable that when the full
report is heard from all over-the coon
ty that probably 5M1 new members
were signed over last year. Gravea
coolly had 1,84i0 members last year
and Mr. Caller estimated that the
membership would- go to 2,0410 or
mon if the reports from the various
sections of the county
were true.
Robertson county, Tenn.., its the banne' county for membership. having
2.200.

RE you Planning for a

U

Bridge or Whist Party
or do you need a new

pack for the social family evening
in your own home) If so, wie,
not take home a package of

Playing Cards
and

supply your needs at little cod.

We carry a full line of Counters,
Chips, Score Blanks. Bridge Score
Cards, etc., etc.
A pack of Rexall Playing Cards,
superior in slip and finish and equal
to regular 25c. packs for 15c.

W. B. M'PHERSON
?earth Led

pgweirifffalb

Card of Thanks.
We want to slocerely thank our
friends and neighbors and also the
N., C. & IRA and I. C. railroad
shop employee, forair kindness
shown to us &ne n
illness and
death of our mother and wife Com,
and may the blessings of God rest on
each and every one with our prayers,
J. M. GREEN.
ADA GREEN,
Rev. N. L. Clarke, of Newton,
Min., a pioneer Baptist Minister of
the state, who died a few days ago
at the age of 96, had been actively
engaged in pastoral work there for
sixty years On many occasions In
early days he risked his life among
warring Choctaw and Chick/maw Indians,

roes a strong re.i.emblance.
-I have walked with tramps and
talked with tramps the world °vet."
said _Dr: R'h'odes, "and everywhere
they are the same degenerate type.
Besides in the shuflUpg-galt. the resemblanee to the ape Is borne oat in
the man's fare. There Is not a sign
of intelligence there. Morally. physically and mentally the tramp reeembies the ape more and more each
genera:lion
We meet discourage
the growth of this class of men."

R. M. PRATIIER, T. A.. Union DeSuit Against Rehkopf.
not.
This morning In circuit court a
petition was filed by the National Law Excaralos Rates via Southern
Bank of Commerce of_ St. Louis,
itallway From lentlaville.
against K. Rehkopf, John Rebkopf, - Asheville, N. C., $15 95. On gale
the E. Rehkopf Saddlery company, daily the year round good returning
0. R. Starks and R. .1. Barber, as- within six Months.
signee for the E. Rehkopf Saddlery
bow Home-gee-kers' Rotas to many
company, for $750 in notes alleged points lb the Southeast, West and
to have been negotiated.
Southwest on first and third Tuesdays
of each month, June to November InDeeds Filed.
Sam D. Lowe and others to Ella
Quarles. property at
and Husbands streets. $750.
Andrew P. Hamburg to Mrs. Roxie
Hill, property In the Harahan addition, $284.
E. D. Thurman to S. A. Hill, property In the Thurman addition. $20.
D. V. McClelland to C. M. Davis,
Property at Eleventh and Monroe
streets, $1,500.

rittb

Another's Pacific Troubled.
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 3.—A1though the work of the Southern
Pacific is going forward to cheek the
rising waters of the Salton sea, all
efforts so far have been unavailing
and the officials In charge of the
work have given orders to construct
a new track farther from the path of
the rising sea. The water of tlie Salton sea IR already lapping ringerbusty near the present roadbed of
Marriage License Issued.
the Southern Pacific. It is calculated
H. B. Shelby, Ballard county, 35.
that If the present rate of the in- to Vernia Mosby, Ballard county, 17.
flow Is maintained the tracks of the
.1. S. Nutty, Ballard county. 21,
Southern Pacific will be submerged to Annie Sail, Ballard county, 16. .
In a few weeks: In fact, before it his
Frank Block, city, 24, to Mary
been checked by the new dam.
Matilda Chenal, city, 24.

WET FEET
Are Always Running
Alter the Doctor.

y

be too careful with your children's feet at this season of the year.
Our special line of Box Calf Shoes is the proper
thing for wet weather.
ou cannot

S

We do not alight the little men or big mss._
We carry it large algsortment of men'', boys')
youths' and little genV shoos, and all the at3,1,
are patterned after the men's styles—viei,
calf, wax calf, etc. Prices begin at *1.25' and
advance step by step to t4.00.for men's beat.
You wou't complain about our prices—you can't.

‘.

Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

e'llfrigioTe
r additional

Information, tickets,
etc., call on any agents of the South eft Railway or address J. F. Logan,
- raveling passenger agent, 111 east
In street, Lexington, Ky.; C. H.
ngerford, district passenger agent,
Fourth avenue, Louisville; 0.
n, A.
P. A. St. Louis, Mo.

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.

11.

Hubbubs—Are you ever bothered
with tramps out here
Flobhubs—No. I have a sIgn on the
gate reading, "We are vegetarians.
but Our dog Isn't "—Pblisclelpels
Prem.

About Your Winter4.5upply of

-COAL-

Servant—Your doctor, sir, hay
sent In his bill and wants you to pay
It before you go Into the country.
Master--Gee! Total, 1,507 francs
main, didn't thick I'd been no Ill
--Rlre

-A patent for paper waletcoatit bar
Dletresa Warrant.
This afternoon C. C. Lee took out
The Egyptian week was one of ten been taken out in Awitterland. They
days. The ancient Chines. and JIM- will cost ottly 4 cents, and are said a distress warrant In Justice C. W.
Sadly produces about 500.000 tome
noose did not count by the week at to be warmer than a woolen vir- Eatery's court_ swaps! _Jews Soler
of sulphur annoellg, or -la par teat.
ulent.
all.
for $141 rest. Cteode were attached. pf the suttee greinettot ot Us*
'world.

A
Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339
1

•

r'

